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HONORS ARE MANY FOR MAIMED HERO OF THE RAIL
tHtHU1llitt))tl

Special to The Citizen.
Washington, Jan. 6. Delegate Andrews la busily engaged today with
on territories,
the house
consisting of Chairman Hamilton and
Messrs. Brick and Poweri, republicans, and Messrs. Moon and Lloyd,
democrats. They are examining the
statehood , bill section by section and
expect to report to full comittee on
Mouday.
In the urgent deficiency bill Is incorporated $42,000 for school and
on the Navajo reservation
In New Mexico and Arizona.

Grand tsland, Neb., Jan. 6. A tribute to bravery was the letter received
My Dear Mr. Poell You have
by George Poell, the hero of the Powbeen awarded a medal of honor
ell, Neb., life saving Incident, from
provided tinder the act of con- gress approved February 23,
the president of the United States, advising him that he had been awarded
1H0S.
You have, by extreme dar- ing, endangering and almost los- the first medal of honor given under
the art of February 23. 1!K)5.
ing your own life, saving the life
i
or a child at the cost of crippling
provides forho warding
The
.... '
of bronze medals upon heroes who by to ,YnlirAtOf Iwrnianntittc
mt
lilts
closed statement of facts sets
extreme daring endanger their own
In
saving or endeavoring to save
rortn what you did. No man could
lives
have ehown grenter
lives from any railroad wreck, disascoolness,
grave
greater
or
ter
skill and daring, or more
accident, or in preventing or endeavoring to preveui such
heroic Indifference to his own
wreck, disaster or accident.
safety, it is nut in my power to 1
The daring feat accomplished by
make you any material amends
Mr. Poell was at Powell. Neb. Mr.
for the crippling injuries you re- Poell was a fireman on a St. Joseph
reived when, in saving the life
of a helpless child, you so nearly
& Grand Island railway train. As his
lost your own. lint I trust that.
train was entering Powell the fireman
saw a little girl standing on the track.
the medal will al least be proor
to you that your countrymen re-- i
Mr. Poell crawled through the cab
alize that you have performed a
and alongside the boiler of the moving engine and stationed himself on
deed which will serve as an in- Fpiration to every American who
the pilot, grabbing the child, who was
hears or reads of it. ami
the daughter of Paul Sssary, of Pow- ell, sweeping her off the track and out!
Iif'8
Jllst K0 much the stand- of harm.
ard of the citizenshln of whlrh Ti e
are so proud.
In performing this heroic act, however, Mr. Poell slipped and was dragWith earnest hopes for your
ged a distance of 130 feet berore the
welfare, believe me, sincerely,
yours.
engineer could bring the engine to a
stop, forty feet of which was over a
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
bridge. The brave fireman's right
J 9. 9 9 9 9. 9
leg was, terribly torn, necessitating
amputation, and he was otherwise Inair. poell was elected county clerk
jured.
The letter from President Roose- of Hall county at the recent election
velt over his own signature, is as fol- and he assumed his duties on Janu
lows:
ary 4.

SPEAKER CANNON WILL
DINE VICE PRESIDENT.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 6. Speaker
and Miss Cannon will give a dinner
this evening in honor of
Only a
and Mrs. Fairbanks.
mall number of guests has been invited for this occasion.

FATE'S USUAL LIST OF
FATALITIES SERVED UP

DARK DAYS ARE

OVER

RUSSIA

i

tatchood Bill is in Hands
of the House
Sub-Committ-

ee.

SPEECH

Committee Decides to Accept
More Testimony in Senator Smoot Case.
MORALES

STEPS DOWN

AND

OUT

Vice-Preside-

ILLUSTRATED SPEECH IS
DELIVERED IN CONGRESS.
Washington, Jan. C.
Information
regarding Immigration from Austro-Hungacontained In the reports by
Marquis Braun, was asked from the
secretary of commerce and labor by
the house on convening today. An
Illustrated speech on tobacco as a
feature of the Philippine tariff bill wag
begun by Hill of Connecticut.
ry

SMOOT MUST STAND
ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION.
Washington, D. C., .Ian. 6. Senator
Smoot's case was discussed by the
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IS IT ONLY FARCE

the side track, which checked the
speed and prevented the sleeping car
RUSSIA
from being injured.

SITUATION

the Siberian railroad, many stations
of which are in a condition of anarchy
the seventeen districts through which
the line passes from the Ural mountains to Lake Baikal, a distance of
1.800 miles, have been placed under

k.pp
i.

nihrtlal law.
CAUCA8IA

.

.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

OR A REAL TRIAL

OF SOME INTEREST

FACTOR ROGERS CLOSES HIS MOUTH BULGARIA

'

GETS INTERESTED

CONGRESS
VALUABLE
ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL
OF LARGE MUNICIPALITIES.;
ESTATE
REAL
OTHER '
Ixindon, Jan, 6. Sir Kdwin Corn- CONTEMPLATED.
wall, chairman of the Umdon 'V.unty
T. A. Riordan, of Flagstaff, Ariz... Council, has issued to the press for
yesterday purchased througa P. F. publication a proposal for an InterMcCanna the real estate and flro in- national congress of representatives
surance aent, the three lots at the of capitals having a population of
northwest corner of Railroad avenue 50n,"H'ii), to men annually for the disand Fourth street. The considera- cussion of municipal method..
Sir
tion was V15.000. The lots have a Kdwin says lie is encouraged to make
feet on Rail- this suggestion by the good results
frontage ot seventy-fivroad avenue on the ground at present following the recent txcharigc of
IN

j

MEETS

SERVIA

MAIL CLERK AS USUAL

Spinners

"

Getting Low in Stock Counsel Manifestly

and Must Soon Buy
into the ditch at Harney, at 11 o'clock
last night, completely blocklusr the
Fively.
traffic until a late hour this morning.
The accident was caused by spreading rails.
No one was killed, but
the two brakemen, the mall clerk and
New York, Jan. 6. In Ineir weekly
Conductor Noble were quite severely review
of the cotton market Miller
injured, the mail clerk, it Is said,
Company say: "The holiday feeling,
fatally.
which pervaded the cotton market
NINETEEN VICTIMS
'
OF DEADLY DYNAMITE. during the week between Christmas
Chicago, Jan. 6. Four men were and New Year, still continues to some
killed, three fatally hurt, and twelve extent, although the market is a little
others maimed by an explosion today firmer than during the past week,
at the plant of Dolx & Shepard, at when owing
to the lack of interest
Cary, Ills., fifteen miles from tWs
city. Two men were thawing dyna- on the part ot the trade the bears
mite preparatory to blasting, when it made several attempts to hammer the
became Ignited and exploded, together
Liverpool is still more or
with an additional quantity of It lying market.
less uneasy over iie Russian situa
close by.
tion which, however bad. seems to be
improving. Of course a nation does
not reccve- - from sucu a succession of
staggering blows in a hurry, and business will be at low ebb' In the great
empire for many days after peace and
qniet shall have been restored. The
Increase of Mr. Buston's crop estimate
"m.i,u!i.mi maximum to ii.buu.uuu
bales of actual growth, was used as
an argument in favor of lower prices,
but It
be remembered that be- elaborate program has been arranged fore Mr.must
strated on his south- and all citizens are combining their em trip Buston
he stuted that If this crop
efforts to make the celebration as im- should not
be more than 10,500,000
posing as possible. The program in- bales he would
be one of the biggest
cludes memorial exercises In the bulls In the whole
market.
It is
schools and high schools, memorial hardly likely
that this small increase
meetings of various historical and In his
will make a radical
scientific organizations, a number of change estimate
his views regarding the
public meetings with elaborate pro- future ofin prices.
Spot business, algrams in the evening, and pilgrim- ways
small during the holiday seaages to various interesting historical son,
is stui comparatively small, but
points in some way connected with hnlriera
,.
iu.
the history of Benjamin Franklin and the decline
they
here- than
have
been
his great life work. In the evening torore. After
this week ft i evneet.
wiere will be a number of official cele- ed
more freely.
brations and banquets, with music, as theig spinners will abuvgood
many of
that
addresses and reading of essays deal- themit are plain
running low in stocks. The
ing with the life of Benjamin Frank- next
sensation, in a market way. will
lin.
All day a constant stream of
people visited the house standing on be furnished by the census report of
cotton
to January 1. with w hich
the site of the residence where Frank- to makeginned
comparisons. "
lin was horn two hundred years ago.
For some time the building has been DECIDES IN FAVOR
adorned with a memorial toblet, setOF JIM CROW SCHOOLS.
ting forth the fact that on the site
Topeka, Jan. 8. The supreme
Indicated by the tablet stood the of Kansas today decided that thecourt
nouse in which Benjamin Franklin prevailing for a separate school law
for
tirst saw tin light of day.
whites and negroes ai Kansas Citv,
Kans., is valid.
CELEBRATION OF THE

FRANKLIN'S BIRTHDAY
.

.n

im

WASHINGTON
WEDDING.
Nt'w Vork, Jan. t. On January 6,

d Martha
!751-9!1B?. Wahi"R,(J
xvaiiiiin:e dunlin nvir uiaiiit'U, A3
customary, the New York Chapter,
D. A. R.. will observe the anniversary
or
asn ugiun s weudiiig uay Dy u
tiriiiiaut emer;a;nuietit, wnicn will oc- cupy part of the afternoon and- evan- iiij:
The celebration will begin at
3 o'clock in the afternoon with a reception a.t Slurry's. Members will be
a many of their
amenities between the Ixmdon County friends a.--, to bring
like, and a brilliant
(lay
Council, and the Paris
Municipal assemblage i expected Alter the reCuncU.
He also proposes an cx- cnango of pupils between the school ception (lieie will tie music, address
controlled by the municipalities hold- - ees and refreshment.
.... , u,.,
in tnt) congress,
WRECERS
Several leadlnir Americans, to whom DENVER BANK
GET TEH YEARS EACH
luyosuion was submitted, exDenver. Jan. K Leonard B. lmbo- neniseiveg urongly In favor den and J. A. Hill, convicted of wreck
ui i"e uiau ana i cr nnx i
Ing the Iwtiver Saving- - bauk, were
cmmcen mat the great municipali- - heutem
ed today. The sentences were
ties of the Waited States would not be from niue to ten years ot. each count,
slow in recognizing the value and
there being four count. against each
importance
such congresses.
A defendaut;
but the wu'eueea are to
circular letter has been prepared, run concurrently
and thus expire at
whiiii will be Sent to the mayors of the same time. A motion fur a nwv
f.ll cities of more than 5'n Inhabitant
trial was overruled, but l''.e prisoner
in Europe as well as in the I'nited were given a t him clays' s'av for ap'
and
Canada.
States
peal to the supreme court.
i

-

i

m'""
i"fu

--

PROVINCE

ers at a general meeting, decided not
to opcu their establishments In view
of the threats of disorder, until after
January 22, the anniversary of "Red

Fatally.

SUFFERS THE MOST,
Reno, New, Jan. ti. The fast mall.
No. , of thu Southern Pacific, went

17

LAW NEARLY
TWO THOUSAND MILES.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 6. On account
of the serious condition of affairs on

OF COTTON MARKET

Switch-M- ail

IN

MARTIAL

CELEBRATION OF BEN

nrst-cias-

SSfe4f

LAW

SL Petersburg. Jun. . All factories, mills, and other enterprises closed
today for the holidays. The employ-

f-SPJ-

Condition Generally Favor- Standard Oil Evidently Wants Princess Ena by Baptism Gets
Kansas City, Jan. C The revised, wedged in that position, while the
able to Continuation of
to Make it Only
Ready to Marry
of the losses of last night's nal had been so
as to
place the total damage at over cate a cipnr mrb twisted
Th.
Good Prices.
Alfonso, '
the First.
a half million dollars, with Insurance the open switch and struck some cars
.
,
of
of that amount.
on
two-thir-

the Woman's exchange
occunled
od two small frame buildings. Mr.
Riordan, who is a prominent lumber
man and a business leader in Flagstaff, Intends to erect a four story,
modern office building on the site in
ue wuni "
rue near mime.
nuquerque, ana ceiiBiuering xu
prop- 'nat three otners were arter tne
minv inis oaner couki hi uiait-- s
s
Riordan In securing Borne
bargain
figures.
inside real estate at
."alh- - Citizen also loams that, in a'
mad
will
be
time, arraugenionts
lor the erection or several large sub
stantial business buildings, proving
conclusively that great faith Is being
placed in the future of Albuquerque
by fljcn of nwans.

-ill

!

Three Millions in Bank Vault Saved in Kansas City MILLER'S REVIEW
fire-Tamp- ered

DONE

January 22nd Looms in Fut
ure and Business Not

"

property damaged and destroysenate committee on privileges and edThe
occupied
of a block on
elections today. . Chairman Burrows the south side of
Walnut street, becalled the committee together 'to dis- tween Niuth and Tenth
cuss the status of the case, the ques- lire was practically understreets. The
control at
tion boing whether further testimony 21: 30 this morning.
v
snail he taken.
TIjo Jum.-- h ore ti0u ii)iiL(il as in
It was the unanimous opinion of the lows:
Bank of Commerce,
eonimtee that additional testimony $100,000;National
the Woods building, $150.
should be taken upon the leading fea 000; Columbus Buggy company, $100,-00tures of the protest This testimony
Kimball Piano company.
will relate particularly to the dornlna the Hetter Bros. Manufacturing$3;',0(i0;
comtion of the state of Utah by the Mor pany, $80,000; occupants in the Bank
'
'
mon church.
"
of Commerce building and adjoining
property, $25,000. The vaults of the
ENDED
REVOLUTION
Bank of Commerce contained $;!,00U,-00- 0
SO 800N AS BEGUN.
which was not injured.
Washington. Jan. 6. The state department has received news from San EVIDENTLY WORK OF
Domingo that
SOME HUMAN FIENDS.
Morales
Hooafc Falls, N. Y., Jan. t. The
has offered to resign if he shall be
allowed to leave the country In safe- Montreal express on the Boston &
ty. This proposition, it is understood, Maine railroad, was wrecked near
will be accepted by the de facte govhere today, seven persons being in-- "
Jured.
The information received by
ernment.
President Tuttle of the Boston &
Maine,
radicated, he said, that the
GENERAL WOOD DOWN
ON CONTRACT SURGEONS wreck was the result of a deliberate
act.
The
switch had been opened and
Washington, V. C, Jan. 6. General
Leonard Wood is strongly opposed to
the present system of employing contract surgeons in the army service
and will make energetic efforts to
obtain legislation to bring about that
result. He has sent a letter to Washington, in which lie deplores the employment of contract surgeons unnei
any conditions, and. it is likely that
the opinion expressed by him will be
used for Us full value by the army
medical department, with a view of
Washington, D. C, Jan.
The two
obtaining
the. required legislation.
General Woood, who was once a mem- hundredth anniversary of the birth of
ber of the regular medical department, Benjamin Franklin is to be celebrated
vays that the makeshift arrangement on a large stale throughout the counU very unsatisfactory.
The contract
surgeons are usually stationed at dis- try and the government has- taken
interest in the plans that a comtant places, small posts, in garrisons such
mission was appointed by congress,
whvre they are remote from contact consisting
of Dr. Weir Mitchell. Harwith the officers of the regular corps, rison S. Morris,
Augustus St. Gaudes,
and are therefore deprived of counsel Charles F. McKlm
and Dr, Edgar
and assistance from that spnree. Smith, to selert a design
for 1 medal
General Wood says that the employ- to be struck In
of the
commemoration
ment of the contract surgeons Is ex- anniversary.
The medal is now compensive and invites all sorts of men- pleted
and is ihe work of I on is St.
aces. He adds: "These gentlemen,
brother of the famous sculpwhatever their professional attain- Gaudens,
ments, know little of army methods tor, Augustus St. Gaudens, and is a
or of handling large bodies of men, beautiful piece of relief work, worthy
and we have always paid for the edu- of the great event it commemorates.
cation in time of war by an enormous BECAUSE OF CHANGE
expenditure of men and money, with
FROM OLD CALENDAR.
Its resulting embarrassment In the
Boston, Mass., Jan. 6.
Although
way of inefficient troops ami a large
Benjamin Franklin was born on Janu
pension list."
ary 17. two hundred years ago. this
city, where the great statesman, sciFLAGSTAFF CAPITALIST
entist and philosopher was born, is
celebrating the anniversary today. An

e

LITTLE IN SHOPPING

V- -

MARTIAL

i

t

Relief to That
Stricken Land.

Resumed Till Then.
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.
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Holidays Bring
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Regard Their Discuss

Client Corporation

Customs'-Rom-

as

Moscow.

TOMORROW

IS THE
RUSSIAN CHRISTMAS.
Washington. D. C, Jau. 6. Tomorrow the Russians all over the world
will celebrate Christmas.
Their cele--

Above Law.

usual manner, and in the evening
Now York, Jan. 0. H. H. Rogers,
Rome, Jan. 6. Extensive prepara
the ambassador and bin wife will envice president and director
of the tions re made for the baptism ot tertain
a select, party at dinner. It
Standard Oil company, la expected as Princess Ena of Battenherg, who is will be a rather
quiet,
Boon to be married to King Alfonso
a witness before Commissioner San-bo- or tspain.
,
The ceremony will be per affair.
in the Standard
Informed In the most Impressive man
ner and In the presence of a large LITTLE JOY SHOWN
vestigation.
,N 8.T- - PETERSBURG.
number
of spectators, at St. Peters.
The installation of a typewriter In
St. Petersburg.
6.
m

the hearing room before today's session opened indicated an effort to
save the commission from the necessity of writing down in long band the
words of both questioner and witnesses, which was insisted upon yesterJ-daby the counsel for tne Standard
people.

Archbishop Stoner, the highest English prelate in Rome, will perform the
ceremony in the official presence of
cardinal Merry del Val, the papal
secretary of state.
BULGARIA

AND SERVIA
SEEK CUSTOMS UNION.
Belgrade, Jan. 6. A conference Is
being held here today between representatives of the Bulgarian aoveru- ment and officials of the Servian government, with a view of arranging the
details of a customs union between
the two countries. The plan is of tho
greatest importance and H Is expected
that gradually all the other Balkan
states and principalities will be induced to Join this customs union. It
Is believed that the establishment of
the customs union will be the preliminary step to a closer entente between
the Balkan states and will have a
tendency to strengthen their power
and political influence.

Tiie first witness trxlay was Ida M.
Butts, of Marietta. Ohio. She said
she was a
of the late
George Rice, of Marietta, and had
been employed in his office. Rice was
an Independent operator and was engaged in litigation with the Standard
almost twenty years, up to the time
or nts death, about a year ago.
Henry H. Rogers, vice president and
director of the Standard Oil of New
Jersey, at the commissioner's hearing
today refused to answer the question
as to whether he is a stockholder in
the Standard Oil of Indiana. Wogers
had previously said he was a director"
' that company. He refused to ans- wer on advice of the Standard OH
FROM THE EARLY MORN
counsel.
TO oLEEPY MIDNIGHT,
Rome, Jan.
is the feast
BEAT AND CHOKE JAILER
AND THEN MAKE ESCAPE. of "La Befana," which is merely a
Greeley, Colo., Jan. . Three pris-- corruption of "Eplphanla."
This is
oners In the cotintv tail bent unit one of the great Roman holidays, and,
'""hoked Into insensibility Jailer David tB fal" as noisiness Is concerned, the
mp ""s morning, iook nis revoi- annual," 10 me American
ver aim maue ineir es"ape. A. posse Fourth of July. From early morning
Is in pursuit, and It Is a'most certain till late at night boys and even grown
that the in n men will not be cap- people, dressed In their best Sunday
ciomes, march through the streets,
tured without a fight.
armed with tin horns, whistles, ratch
ets
and other instruments of torture,
ROCK ISLAND TRACK
UNDER SNOW 60 MILES. capable or making hideous noises, and
the
din Increases from hour to hour!
EI Paso, Texas. Jan. 6. Fifty miles
of the Itock Island track Is blocked until it reaches Its climax at the hour
by snow near Carrlzozo, New Mexico. or midnight. It Is eseclnlly a feast
Five rotary plows and 100 shovel men for the w)or, and the wealthy Romans
are at work. The trains are being and flie thousands of foreigners visitsent around on a 700 mile- detour by. ing Rome content themselves with
watching the noisy crowds from a
wav of Fort Worth and over the Sansafe distance. The center of the cele.
ta Fc.
brat Ion is the old Piazza Navana,
; where hundreds of
booths and market
stalls have been erected, and where
j fruit,, sweets,
toys and all kinds of
i noisy instruments
are sold.
step-daught- er

6.i-To- day

HONORS

BETWEEN TWO FIRES
I
,

NOT

YET BEEN SUBDUED
Odessa. Jan. 6. The steamer Nicholas, which arrived here today from
the Caucasus, reports that Novorossiysk, Caucasia, is completely in the
hands of revolutionists.
The governor and other Russian authorities have
fled and M. Lebobovitch has been chosen mayor by the populace.
)
PRIEST ACTED TREASURER
MOSCOW REVOLUTIONISTS.
Moscow, Jan. 6. Train service on
all the lines Tunning out of Moscow
has been reestablished.
A priest
named Kaganskl, who was treasurer
of the local strike committee,
has
been arrested three miles east of

Great bration
comes later than' that of the'
Holiday-L- ike
oiner- - UiriHtln.il nations., because they
Oar Fourth
still adhere ta the old Jabvu l alendar.''
which is now thirteen days hehlad
in Noise.
our calendar.
At the Russian embassy the day wiH be celebrated in.
the
e's

SECRETARY SHAW WAS

New Vork, Jan.
The Tribune
says: As a sequence to Jacob H.
Sehiff's fcpeech at the chamber of
commerce Thursday, in which he said
he had tried in vain lo induce Secretary Shaw to come to the aid of the
financial situation h tv. v developed
yesterday that the secretary was advised' in opiHisite directions by two
Rets of powerful local financiers.
One group, headed by the National
"Ity bauk, of which Jame., Stillitia.ii Is
president, aud which lias close tinati
clal relaticns with the rockefellers,
with Kuhn. I.oeb ic company and with
Hurrin'an, tried every means to
have the secretary dens!t government funds here. The other group included the First National bank, of
which George F. Baker is president,
and wnich has James .1 Hill as its

HAS

direct., rate; the base National, whose
president is n. u. nepuurn; me iitt- National and the Rock Island
group of capitalists came out squarely
C

for home rule.
Tl,, ra'ional group had the back- lug ot bankers in otner large cities.
who said the commercial Interests
v. ere nut .t'lfti rii.i! and the government
hoiiid not Im called upon to help out
Wall
simulators. Secl lot ofSL.iw
io 'k thlii course, and In
retary
rates yesterday,
view of the eu-i-

the second portv
rained, s'lid the) had is en entirely
1

repre-en'ati-

virulb

atci

i

Loans and Silver Price.
Money oi, call nominal; no '.oans;
paper StiV per
prime
im rt ant 1.
cent sliver til' ,
;

ARE

Jan.'
Tomorrow
la Christmas, but the usual holiday
spirit which Is manifested for many
days before the day of the celebra
tion is absent this year. The terrible
scenes enacted In many parts of the
empire have put
damper upon the
festive mood of the people and It Is
expected that tomorrow's celebration
win oe even more quiet
last
year, when it was subdued than
o
owln
the critical war situation.
The Imperial family will probably spend the
holidays at Tsarakoe
Sel
Tho.
will bo a Christmas tree for the children, but no elaborate celebration
fi
tho day as In former years.
TO OBSERVE

ANNIVERSARY
.0F. HUDSON'S VOYAGE.
New York, Jan. 6. Francis Banner- man, a member of the American
Scenic and Historic Pres er v ml ien On.
ciety, has made an offer to the committee in charge of the arrangements
for the big celebration to be held here
in nonor or tne 300th anniversary of
the voyage of Henry Hudson up the
river which bears his name, and It la
quite possible that the propostlon
will
be accepted. Mr. Bannerman has offered to erect, at his own expense,
on Colonel's Island, in Newburg Bay,
a monumental bronze statue of Hudson, upon a stone pedestal, the whole
to be about seventy feet high. Many
other suggestions have been made,
among them, one to widen Fifth avenue, between Fortieth and Forty- - second streets, and create a large puble
square, in the center of which a Hudson column, similar to the Vendome
Column In Paris end the Trafalgar
Column lu ondou, shall be erected.
The committee In charge of the Tercentennial celebration Is hard at work
sifting the material in its hands and
selecting a suitable method of honoring the memory of the great explorer
in a worthy and dignified manner.
Kansas City Sheep.
Kansas City, Jan. 6. Shoeu It- eeeipts, 2,000; market steady.
Muttons 4..riit;.15: lambs. $ti.0O7.60;
range wethers, $r...Vi6.&0; fed ewes.
?1.50ffi 5.5u.

ID TO A

DISTINGUISHED IRISHMAN.
The Metals.
t'lltsliurn. l'a.. Jan. ti. Dr. Douglas
New York'. Jan. 6. Lead and copH.vue. tne neail or the Gaelic League, per, stendy; unchanged.
who
now on a lecture tour through
the I'nited States, to arouse interest
St. Louis Wool.
In the study of
the ancient Irish
St. Iyouls. Jan. 6. Wool market.
tongue, arrived here this morning for steady unchanged
a Cay's visit. This evening he will
liver in address before a large Irish BAVKER CONVENTION
meef
to be held n the old cliy ball,
Dr. Hyf,v. Is not cnlv an ardent chatu- DUE HFRE FEBRUARY
pion of the Gaelic' language, but In
Ireland Is regarded as the coming
man and a leader of the Parnell class.
1' having been
suggested by
r.ie proceeds of his lecture will be
the
bankers of the territory that
used t ) advance the interests of home
tbev meet and organize themrule in Ireland.
selves into an organization to bo
The I'liiied IrUh Societies of this
known as the i'erri'orlal Bank-!.city had male e'aborate preparations
a.ocia' inn. the local bankfor the reception and entertainment
ers ' held a meeting this after
of the distinguished visitor.
1'iw.n
noon and decided to issue In- his arrival he way received by a
mictions to all territ.i-ia- l
bank- mlttee headed by John F. OJ.augh-liu- ,
ers to ine.-- t in Albuqtie-qu- e
on
whose gmst Dr. Hyde will be durThursday. Febiuary 15. in con- ing the day
In h"i;or of Dr. Hyde a
vetition. for tiie pnrpofes stu4 e
reception will be tivrn in the afterabove.
'jy
noon and a banquet in the evening.
de-ert-

i
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Dally by Carrier, 60c per month

ceptlon of the five minutes Intermls- slon between the first and second

Co-ziu-

e

offl-re-

e.

j

V

1

irea-nrer-

'4.

Fe.

WANTEw

Clean rags.
The Cimen office.
Two dining room girls a
WANTED
the ColunibusJioWd.
Woman for general house
WANTE1
work. Apply at 10i!3 West Railroad
avenue.
WAiN l'M
Uentieiueu a secsnd-banclothlnR. No. 615 South First atreet
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED Gentleman or lady, with
good reference, to travel for a firm
of 2'o,000 capital. Salary $1,072
per year and expenses; salary paid
weekly and expenses advanced. Ad
dress, with stamp, J. A. Alexander,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT
FOU'liENTleasaiiT, modern
home cooking. Casa de Oro.
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
524 West Railroad
housekeeping.
avenue.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
bath and electric lights. Gentlemen
preferred.
Garcia bldg., 504 West
Railroad avenue. FOR RENT Nicely furnished cot- age flats, two and three rooms, 1U
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norris,
524 John street, east end of viaduct.
FOR RENT Mrs. W. H. Reed, lor- merly Mrs. G. E, Hopklnn, has
eighteen newly furnished rooms In
Uota
the new building at 218
avenue, up stairs.
VVANTKU

d

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

4

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
'
mall.
Edmundj7Aiflier, D. D. S.
Office
avenue.
No. :0 ltailroad
hours, S.;10 a, m., to 12:3H p. m.; 1:30
p. mr 10 5 p. vn. Telephone 4ti2. Ap
polntments made by mail.
LAWYERS.

Sturdy
Brains

Win.

s

nil

t,

I

f.

Solicits

and

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Caahler
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. BakJridge
A. M. Blackwell
Solomon Luna
George Arnot
O. E, Cromwell
j

DEPOSITORY FOR

THE , ATCHISON,

TOPEKA

SANTA

4.

FE

RY.

V,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUBRQUB,

N. M.

Officers and Directorm.
JOSHVA 8. RATNOLDS)
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKKffl
a. A. FHOST
H. r. KATNOUM

......

........Ttee

DH3OSITORT.

CT'

,...

O.

.

....

wnm9m

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

Jb

.

nrteat

PreaWesit

Cashier
AMtataat Cavhhtr

Aatkorhwd Caprtal
Paid Up Opital, Surplus and Profits

SM.SO M
$26d.0O.M

Santa

Fe Railway

Coapy

i

X)creO0OOOOOsK2OOs)c

The State National

Bank

n

OF ALBUQUERQUE

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

......

,.$ie,o

!
e

..$MA0I.M

We have a ad a very satisfactory growth sinee tke astabUsfeHieat
of our back. If yoa are not one of our customers,
sbovM like
as opportunity to show yon our superior faculties.

te

5

0

CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United

States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza. Santa Fe, N. M.
LAND MATTERS.
4

H. W. S. Otero,

-..

3,

j

r
sc5sxrKrocsr)so
OLD RELIABLE" -

0

DANCE!

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
tu the Southwest.
,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE. N.

AVENUE

RAILROAD

M.

night.

'

EVENTS

January 6 Moving Pictures.
January 8, 9, 10 Oeo. Samuels' Attractions.
January 11 Fabio Romalne.
Jenuary 12 "Shadows on the Hearth
January 13 "Old Cross Roads."
January 15 West's Minstrels.
January 20 Murray and Mack.
Jauuary 23 "Hooligan's Troubles."
January 29, 30 Oeo. Samuels' Attractions.
January 31 "Ole Oleson."
.,.
1.,. n 'or rsi'W.

G

1

Mp

That's the best point alxmt
gas it's always ready audit

ano
Evening

always produces the results
real heat It Is especially
he

so of

too

HEATER

GAS

The...

Albuquerqua
This is deiisu.d enpuciallj
for quick resuTts. , It produces them with the turn of
a tap and the striking of a
match. Clean and couven-venient- .
Costs very !itiLe
;i sles
Try ope.

Gas.

Electric
Light &

Power Co.

DANCE!

Hall tomorrow
Gentlemen, 50c; ladies free.
At Colombo

COMING

ESTABLISHED 1878

PUTNEY

United States Court Commissioner,
West Silver avenue. Will attend
f matters before the land office.
A Modern Miracle.
"Truly miraculous seemed the re
covery of Mrs. Mollift Holt of this
place," writes J. O. R. Hooper, Wood-lord- ,
Tenn., "she was so wasted by
coughing up puss from her lungs.
Doctors declared her end so near that
the family bad watched by her bedhours; when, at my
side forty-eigh- t
urgent, request Dr. King's New Dis
covery was given her, with the astonishing result that improvement began,
and cout.lnupd until hhe finally completely recovered, and Is a hoalthy
woman today." Guaranteed cure for
coughs and colds. 5ic ajid $100 at all
drugRists.
Trial liottle free.
DANCEI

0

0sKOOOeOOOsOO

703
i

d. a. Mcpherson, tim Pr4eM.
ROT McDONALD, AxieUat Oasktar.

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

High-Frequen- cy

forC

h

-j

,'

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Malt-Nutrln-

arifL

--

KCILLthf COUGH

Malt-Nu-trin-

iiiL.ii.j?iLViN'

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

s,

.v'

tjpjj.

iAi.!L

LuLa

46-4-

Malt-Nutrln- e

art-W-

f

'f

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

'

lilt

ft4

f

CARuS

PROrtSSIONAL

p

it

$t 00,000

Interest Allowed on Sayings Deposits

forsaLe

i

t'Z'S

MEXICO

On

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly nade
One
Time:
and Btrictly private.
month to one year given. Goods re- main In your possession, uur rates
are reasonable. Call .and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 2 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

"NELL BERRICKI HOW Da:.E YOU?"
Practically all of the colleges are
in favor of foot ball reform, but none Scene between Estha Williams and Liela Shaw, in "Shadows on
Hearth."
if them evinces a willingness to take
the initiative. Columbia dropped out
the world.
f the game entirely, but that wasn't '
a
4 i clal iliinss. The elder daughter is
r"Corni that was an acknowledge
named fur Senator Cullom. who Is le
ment of inability to cope with the 4 - WOMEN
Beats the Music Cure.
gaily her "Uncle Shelby." 6wing to
OF WASHINGTON.
In i
qnofction of modifying the rules.
fam
"Ty ktx-- the body In tune." writes
Rldgely
the
of
the
Mrs.
death
but.
vray,
will
missed,
be
Columbia
a
"4
4
4 i
a
f ily has hitherto been living quietly Mrs. Ben Drown,N. 20Y.,Lafayette Place,
not to the extent that Columbia will
"I take Dr.
The young ladies are fond of automo PoughkiH'psie,
begame.
Simply
gridiron
miss the
King's New Life Pills. They are the
wagon
biling
large
run
devil
a
and
colleges
the
abandon
cause a lew
most reliable and pleasant laxative I
game does not mean that it is in dan
have found."' Best for the Stomach.
AN ARTISTIC CALENDAR.
ger of extermination. The game will
l.tver iii.d Howels. Guarantee!! bv nil
next
larger
played
before
crowds
be
25c.
For Richness, Beauty and Artistic druggists
yar than in l'J05. The rules prob
Calendar for
Merit, the
ably will be modified, and those col
MERCHANT TAILORING
leges that have abandoned the grid
1906 Outstrips All Others.
iron a port will undoubtedly be among
OVER NO. 209 WEST
tne ciuer mourners over tnelr hasty
The Art calendar for rjnii, issued by UPSTAIRS,
O.
AVENUE,
BAMRAILROAD
action.
Brewing asocm
the Anbeuser-liuscl- i
BINI, PROPRIETOR
of
lion, is an unnuestioned triumph
The year that has Just passed into
artists' genius. It Is composed of five
My merchant tailoring stiop is upTime's morgue witnessed the retire-mea- t
panels, each 24x10 inches "In size, repfighters
ring
of three noted
resenting the four seasons, the extra stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
Jeffries, Walcott and Fitzaimiiions. Il
panel being a calendar of the year.
also brought conspicuously before the
the public. All work guaranteed first
in
The panels are lithographed
public Battling Nelson and Philadelclass, as I have had fifteen years' ex
gold,
twelve colors, picked out with
phia J:uk O'Brien.
perlonce in the business. Suits made
and are bound together with silken to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
cord.
unrepaired. The specific I use will not
Is thirteen Robert Fltzsiniiuons'
of Injure the cloth.
The sutijeets, from the brush
Ladies' garments
lucky number? He began his career
Maud Humphreys, the celebrated
by whipping Dmpsey
in thirteen
also cleaned aud walking skirts made
A
art? Idealized female figures, hanto order. Give me a trial.
rounds and he ended it by losing to
delicacy and
dled with the chaste,
O. BAMBINI.
O'ltrieu in the same number of
feeling which characterizes s Miss
rounds.
Hunipiiley's work.
Surrounding the central figures are
descriptive border designs from the
and CURE fHg LUNGS
brush of C. A. Ktherlngton, a pupil of
Mucha. l'arls, the greatest living dec' host
WITH
orative iirtlst. These are representative of this great artist, and in common witfi all his productions are
H
niphony of color harmonies.
We understand that this handsome
Grape-Nutcalendar, with the season panels en0NSIIWPTI0N
Pries
tirely fiee 61)111 adverlising, will be
f Oct $1.00
OUGHSand
of
Washington, l. C, Jan. ti. Cath- sent t aify address upon receipt
OLDS
tree Trial.
Is the one true Scientific Brain
lerine Shelby Rldgely and Miss Klean-- - twenty live eciits, or the tops e of
Food.
Boreal
Cuicibt Cure for
or Ridgely, daughters of the comp- twelve red tinfoij caps from
e
THROAT and 0AJNG TaoUOJ-Uof the currency, foi merly res- tiv'ler
sent
the
u,uies,
to
BACK.
BE A WINNER!
or
idlnta of Spriiigfield, 111., will be department of the Anliouser-BuscLouis, Mo.
!.,.!.
this snsson m t'ie ri"."! 3

it

Capital and Surplus

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
ATTORN
N. M. I'i'ompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will piactice In all courts of the terriSELL, RENT'OR"tRADE ij"st your tory and herore the United State
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300 land office.
South Broadway.
Ira M. Bond.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good bus!
ness for city property. T. L. Mc- - Nr"W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
FOR SALE A hanasome Hardman letter patents, trade marks, claims.
piano, In fine condition and almost
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWnew, at a bargain.
For fartlcu
office
at
this
lars, call
que, N. M. Office, First National
FOR SALE OR TRADH Are you In- Bank building.
terested In mines? I have some
E. W. Dobson.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
aaid to be good deals. Talk with
me. XT. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
way,
John H. Stingle.
.
FOR SALE $25,000 ranch at a bar
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16. N
gain: will ta.ke small property In T. Annijo
building, Albuquerque
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or N. M.
talk-wit- h
F. L. McSpadden. 303
ARCHITECTS.
South Broadway.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
FOR SALE $700 will buy equity in
Barnett building
rooms
first-clas- s
residence on the best ford,
M. Both 'phones.
N.
Albuquerque,
$45
street in the city; will rent for
month; owner leaving town. F. L
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
A. L. Morgan.
double-ba- r
FOR SALE A flm-ciasTHE INDEPENDENT CONTRACshotgun; bran new
reled,
are
never has been used; one of th TOR AND BUILDER Estimates
Job work solicbest makes. Call at The Citizen of cheerfully furnished:
ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
flee for particulars.
North Second street, AlbuquerFOR SALE Hotel, European
plan; 911
que, N. M.
20 rooms, newly furnished In new
PHYSICIANS.
building; best location In city; a
proposition. Reason
fine business
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
for selling, poor health. Address,
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
F. J., this office.
y;oom ". Whiting building, over
Irug
store. Automatic
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
Vann's
to trade for city property. T. L.
telephone, 410.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
HUST,
DR. R.
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
See him for . business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Ger
STRAYED.
menis given kui:u uoj
Treat
micide.
STRAYED Oil STOLEN Large black from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Newfoundland bitch; large leather, In attendance. Both 'phones.
collar around neck; answers to
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
Liberal reward
name of "Pete."
for return to Highland Grocery, Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
Clms. 'onroV.
Throat atd Lungs.
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
ro EXCHANGE I have property in
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
I'jwa, Missouri, Kansas, Telephones:
Illinois,
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property. Talk witn
Ear, Nose
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Practice limited to Eye
and Throat.
Broadway.
Occulist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
lines. Office, 313V4 West Railroad
e
WILLING HELPERS.
avenue.
What's the use of a helper. If 4
4
to 5
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and
4 he isn't willing? Willingness Is
p. ni.
if an ample mantle which will al- - e
UNDERTAKER.
V most cover alt the sins of serv- - V
if ice. But a classified advertise- Colo. Red 115.
Auto, "phone 316.
4 ment In The Evening Citizen Is a
A. BORDERS,
willing helper that is not only
City Undertaker.
absolutely competent, but also Is
Commercial Club Baildlng.'' Black
worker, it works all
a
willing
the
and white hearse, $5.
the time for you. It is the best
ASSAYERS.
and most economical publicity In

n

Santa

15c.

HKW

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

com-

'

.

CHARGE,

MINIMUM

ALBUQUERQUE,

Make your want
known througn
these column.

lertlon.

for.

looking

GRAND MOVING PICTURES TONIGHT

--

and collectors.
"The hew depository law. which requires rhe treasurers to designate the
banks in which funds are deposited,
and also requires of the lmnkR bonds
sufficient to insure the safety of said j
runus is anotuer saieguaru which i
'cannot commend fbo highly. The
county troflisurers of the territory,
as well as the bank offlclnls, favor it.
aud ar complying with Its terms. I
have no difltcultv in that respect.
"I think that New Mexico Is as free
from fraud in tne way of defalcations
of county funds as any state or territory in the Union. It la my desire
to keep It so In so far as I can."
Mr. Safford suffered severely from
he cold and was glad to be able to
return to the temperate clime of

Montezuma T tust Co.

we.re

ThP international Bioscope
pany, with the very latest moving
parts,
the L ks tne
While some of the "gags" bore the pictures, will appear at
The Trinid" id.
earmarks of the early days of min- - ter tonight.
on
strelsy. still there were enough new Itilly Advertiser, in its omniums
Twm trrsattM CrmaM win ba toltrarad ta th
shows, says:
tat at W Mia pr wk. r fat
and
the
recompense
the
this,
for
ones
itUtkn
to
P,.nwli
9
na ear BMBta. b aata) month tr.
"It was a highly pleased
songs, while the titles may have been
as which last night packed to Its utm osl
sung
before
never
were
Applfatlon
Known
old.
Mid
rather
n
lata
Mrtrtolai
'Everybody capacity the opera house to see he
they were last night.
th. pictures b the
Works But Father." Lew Dockstader's presentation of Bioscope
4tater aa car
cwinn.
favorite, sung by Gus Thelin, cap- - Internationa
old
cs ex
aVl Wtaam aa4 n litttntM thou Id fc. addrtw I to Hired the house, as did the "Nobody There have been moving plctur
Taaa Qrun Pvauaaina Company. Drafts,
without number in Trinlda d,
hlbtted
Mr.
of
Sweetheart."
You.
Like
Just
axprasa
monar
orara
w
alMaaa. aaaaafnf and
night Trinidad people
armbta a Ike ardar at th. Coulthards. "Dear Old Girl." of the but until last
1'
what veal
sentimental variety, was well render- - did .not knowThe
several scenes were
MM TKi.aaiMaN Si
wrj
ed by Mr. Delaney. and received the
"- r.
"
Colorado IT. nauni more. In fAct pneores were ''e
AatamkHa IBS
absence of the nicker usual to the
the order of the evening. Many oth ble
has
which
in:;vin.?
and
pictures
ers on '.he program, which is given in
beep an absolute bar owing to
full below, came in for their share
ALL ACCOUNTS OF
strain caused by the Intorer-abl- o
of tbe applause, an! all in all, from the eve
flicker."
a monetary standpoint, and artistic
a complete success.
OFFICERS RIGHT as well,. It was
Following Is the full program as HELLO BILL,rHERE
rendered:
MONDAY NIGHT, JAN. 3
First Part.
Auditor,
Territorial
5o Says
There's a Dark Man Coniin' Willi a
Hello Bill" and "Mr Piaster of
Mr. Wilson Paris," at the opera house, Jan. 8 and
Bundle
Mr. Curtin 9, respectively, and "A Turkish Bath"
Baritone Solo
Mr. Charles V. Safford,
Gravy
Mr. Hlckox Jan. 10. Again we have the coming
Everybody Works But Father
of Santa Fe.
George Samuels' attraction to the
Gtis Thelin if
Elks
theater next week. Mr. Samutds
Nobody Just bike Vou Sweetheart
and his favorite company of artists
Mr. Coulthard will bring to this city three of the
IN 1905
NO DEFALCATIONS
Kiekapoo
Mr. Scottl funniest of comedies, "Hello Bill,"
Ole Man Moon, Master Chester Bebher "Mr.
Plaster of Paris." and "A Turkish
Nobody
Mr. Cavanaugh Bath."
The George Samuels attracMr. Dejuney tions are too wll known here to need
"As a result of our system or checK-In- Dear Old Girl
np the accounts of treasurers and
Olio.
much local advertising. All the thecollectors, there have leen no de- Bauio Solo
J. E. Mclvenna ater going people want to know is
Mex-irfaulters In these offices in New
Double
Quartette Voices:
Messrs. the date and that Is a guarantee for a
during the year Just passed."
e,
gooo house. The company will be
Nettleton, Cozine, Edgecombe,
This statement was made by Charles
seen nt their best in the three plays,
Anderson,
Post,
Scott.
Oilman.
V. Safford, traveling auditor of the The Hoot Mon
Mr. -- Hadden with all special scenery and electrl- territory, who has recently returned The Prince of Whistlers. . .Mr. Miller cal effects. New songs and new
to the territorial capital from checking "Fun In a Detective Agency," written dances. Mr. Samuels Is sure to de-aaccounts In Eddy and Roosevelt counpresented by Allan Waas, as- - liver the roods to the fullest nieas-slste- d
ties. He was absent about two weekF
by J. R. Scotti and Miss Loeb, , lire and as the majority of the theater
goers look for.
and in that time visited tne towns of
in all their latest specialties.
Carlsbad, Artesia and Portales.
Correction of Mistakes.
"SHADOWS ON THE HEARTH" AND
-counties in
There are twfnty-flvSafford,
"and
Mr.
territory,"
said
this
"AT THE OLD CROSS ROADS"
while I do not think that all men
are dishonest, yet thee Is always the
possibility that a defaulter will turn
check
up at any time. The
After a lengthy negotiation. Mann- - i mous Delaware river. This play eu- on such wrk Is the fear of detection
of 150 nights in New
ger
r
Matson of the Elks' theater,
has;Jel
an
always
with
Is
'
and that fear
York city, Chicago, Kansas City, and
rinduced
accounts
his
bring
to
C.
his
Alston
Arthur
when he knows that
was also presented a whole month
are apt to be called into question at noted aggregation of players here on In Sau Francisco recently.
my
trips
During
of
some
any time.
Manager Alston has retained all of
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 12 and 13.
in the past I have quite frentienf..
The company will appear Saturday the original people who appeared In
to
mistakes
amoun'tue
discovered
night in the great story of the south these two excellent plays in New
several hundred dollars In :lie ac- entitled "At the Old Cross Roads," York, which comprised Estha Will-lawhen
counts of officials. However,
and James M. Brophy, the well
hn
become a standard play
their attention was called to them which
goers all over the coun- known leading artists, supported by
with
theater
personal
they at once drew their
Specihl
try. The opening bill, Friday, will be a large cast of1 twenty-fivchocks and placed them to t ho credit an entirely different play called scenery is carried for both producof their respective counties.
on the Hearth," which is tions, which have been highly en"Supposing those mistakes had not a"Shadows
comedy-dram- a
with the scenes dorsed by ministers of the gospel In
rural
debeen found, they would have been
N. J., on the fa- - every state in the Union.
Jamestown,
laid
in
any
faulters, although they never had
"
idea of stealing public funds. I have
4
been greatly aided In my work by the
, t f
are
fact that most of the public funds
n deposit In banks, and the money is
l
6
there to show for itself. This simpli
fies the work greatly.
In nearly all the surrounding states
and territories during the year 1905
1
there were cases of default, some of
them f'T large amounts, while on this
side of the line we have got happily
along in the Ftraight and narrow road.
Good Officers.
"New Mexico citizens should feel
s
proud of their officers county

One cent per word, each1 In

Here you'll find
what you've been

1906.

COLUMNS

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

miJIKr.LJ

jciniarra

Urgart City mi C unity Clrtalatl.
Tk Urrat Ntw Mnic OrtiilttlM.

Hrtini Ariwiia

VANT

6,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

40Oa

The Blue and the Gray
Steward and Sheridan
PLEASED LAST NIGHT Mandolin Octette Dr. Copp, Charles
Wright. E. McClellan. K. M. John- Chawlck. Henry Lew- Ron'
W"t" Chndwlck.
"Gent (emeu, be .emed'"
Krunk Coul- Charles
Offlalkl Paper f Bernalillo County
har(, as8,Htwl by A w. cvanaugh
So spoke the interlocutor, and the
m4 City of Albuquerque.
over
merry minstrels was begun,
TnChiand with.... Mr. Frlcdbcrg
Prm Anrw DliaatckM.
four hours last night the delVneatots
Allows"

civci
tLIVJ

tlfgwt

--

POPULAR

JANUARY

SATURDAY.
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MORE PETITIONS
FOR STATEHOOD
Large Ones From Sasdova'
and Socorro Counties deceived by League.
SENATORS

VIEWS

r

f

" That

estate

Rea

Exchang

We wijl now begin to prove what we have said

ENCOURAGING

During the past few days the offl- rs of the Joint statehood leugue
1 ave received, among other petl
t ions, two important ones of much
length, one from western Socorro
county, and the other from Hagan,
Bernalillo, San Ysidro and Sandoval
in baniiovai county. A smaller one
lias also been received from Laguna.
Permmal letters are being sent by
the dozens to senators and represent
atives by merchants and other indl
vlduals, urging the passage of the
nuasure. As near as can be ascer
tained, the majority of these come
from people in Albuquerque,
Oruces, Silver City, Alamogordo and
uuuup.
The officers of the league urge that
citizens of New Mexfco and Arizona,
hi favor the bill, continue to send
In personal letters written on their
personal letter-head- s,
to the sena
tors and representatives requesting
the passage of the bill.
"ft '8 the least they can do for their
country,"
said an officer of the
league at the league headquarters,
this afternoon. "No citizen needs a
personal acquaintance with a senator
to write to him; any citizen can
write, women as well as men, for aH
have an equal interest In the crea
tion of a future state, and there Is no
telling how much good these letters
will do."
Yesterday - the league sent a long
message to Senator Beverldge, which
reached him In time for the first
meeting of the senate committee,
hoping that he would see to it that
the word "not" In line 19. page 30,
of the joint statehood bill, be stricken
out.
In explanation of the above it is
stated that during the Fifty-eighcongress Secretary Hitchcock sent a
letter to the senate committee suggesting sorro amendments to the
joint statehood bill. The letter was
received by the committee while It
was In executive session, and the suggestions
Delegate
were adopted.
Rodey did not know of the amendment until the bill was printed as
amended. The amendment will prevent the new state fr.om selecting indemnity lands for the four school sections ia each township, contained in
national parks, game preserves and
other reservations, and if the reservations Include the forest preserves,
it would deprive the state of vast
quantities of school lands, it is hoped
that the committee will strike out
the, word "not," or so amend it as
not to apply to forest preserves. When
attention was called to this clause
last session the battle on the floor
of the senate was' so tierce that the
committee did not care lo offer any
amendments to its own bill, but promised Delegate Rodey that they would
amend it in conference. However,
the bill died in conference, and was
therefore never aniendd. it is now
thought that Senator Beveiidge will
see to it that this clause of the bill
Is amended before It roaches the sen.
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This Year Will Be the Greatest
CONTRACTS LET

Eight

New
Owner.

Blocks

Location.

,

$249,000. 00

to Cost

Character.
Four story brick
Three story brick
Three story pressed brick.
Two story pressed stone . .
Three story brick
Two tory brick
Two story brick
Two story brick

Cor. Railroad Ave. and Fourth St....
Highland Hotel site, R. R. Ave
R. R. Ave., past of tracks- CorC First St. and Lead Ave
Cor. Railroad Ave. and Broadway
R. R. Ave., bet. 2d and 3d Sts
North Second St
First St., bet. R. R. & Copper....!.!,

Joshua Raynolds
Gross, Kelly & Co
Andreas Romero
Dr. W. O. Hope
O. N. Marron
S. W. Brewery & Ice Co.
William Hart

"

SITES SECURED

Business

T. A. Rlordan

Ever For Albuquerque

Contractor.
W. McQuade
W. Mctluade
Plans submitted
A. L. Morgan
A. I,. Morgan
W. Hesseldlne
A. V. Tegner
Day work

Cost,

J.
J.

$100,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
20,000
15,000
12.000
12,000

TOTAL

.$249,000

J.ustasan advertisement and to hold our p'restage until

we have our arrangements completed
Tor doing business on a larger scale than ever, we will offer for ten days

,

Whole

th

a a

the Perea

In

a

IXlsiltf
Addition

$950

For

Surety Investmeet Co.

a a a

7

Broadway Land & Investment Co.
. K. B. SELLERS,

Agent.

-

LONGSWORTH HAS

NOTICE

1SS

ALICE, HIS

BRIDE-TO--

BE

ate.

Rodey
This morning
received a letter from a prominent
democratic senator to the effect that
while he, (the senator), did. not in.4.v..'..v.iJ'
tend to vote for the bill, ne would
not participate
in any filibuster
"
against the bill, indicating that he
I
ill, insular as he is concerned, agree
upon a day for a vote upon the bill.
U
7 -- NI
Mr. Rodey stated that this, coming
SV JJffl I
from a democrat, was very encouragI 1
ing, and all that could be expected
of a democratic senator, by lneAJs
"
of the statehood bill.
K .
"Hut suppose the statehood bill is
.
defeated, after all, Mr. Rodey," inR aVA
quired the representative of The Evening Citizen.
"Well," replied Mr. Rodey, "we'll
Si fa
,
live through the defeat, I guess, but
'
let me, tell you, youiifr, man, if 1 was
El f
in the gallery next session of congress, when six representatives from
Oklahoma, the state, and two senators from Oklahoma, the state, walk
V
down the aisle, raise their right
bands and are sworn in as representatives and senators of the new state
of Oklahoma, and there were no
senators and representatives
from
this territory beside them to take the
oath of office also, I'd hang my head
and creep off into some dark, cold
cranny of the cnpitol building, and
die of shame and mortification. And
so would any other citizen of the
territory If they had a spark of
pride, about them and should witness
such a scene. God forbid:"
Jack Sullivan, one of the twins, is
filll waiting for & reply to his challenge to Jack O'Urien, but the
Is taking his time. He Is going to rake in some easy stage money
before he fights again. O'Urien is a
iiretty fair pugilist, but he is a better
ijuslness man, and if he has a little
luck e will be one of the richest
'nen that "ever quit the ring when he
finally "gets his." Fighting Is purely
business proposition with O'Brien-- He
fights because there are dollars in
:t for the winner.
It Is just as reasonable for him to fight on a financial basis as it is for a banker to loan
money at 6 per ent. The "good fellow" of the prize ring mav hear the
mpty applause of a turtle-headefol1
lowing as long as lie is winning and
spending his money. There are a
dozen pugilistic wrecks on the horizon now who might be living on the
sunny side of Easy (street, if they
THE LONG WORTH WAS HI NOT OM KKS1IEMCE AT 18TH AND Q
had possessed as much sense as the STREKTS. SIDE DCK)R IS KN TRAM CE TO MR.
OFFICE
Creator gives geese. But they were AMD DEM.
"good fellows." and as Parson Davies
odee said, "the work house is filled
Washington, IK C, Jan. 6. For at family plate.
When ihe change in
with good fellows."
least two years after Miss Alice mistresses
talies place, only the
Roosevelt's marria
bride's personal effects will be added
Nicholas Ivcngwonh her residence to the fum'shings already Installed,
will continue to be in Washington, as as the home is looked upon as only
Mr. Loneworth'a
temporary. The many tokens of recommencing. The Cincinnati l.M tiin- - gard with which she was showered in
r ana ni mother have leased the the orient wi'l always mak her domihandsomely furniuhci
,.r illlO. cile, wherever it may be, one of the
-Ti".tl h,,.. Ul
John D. Jones, wiio
has taken up her most attractive.
pr. uioueui residence in Eumne.
Tlie plsu nf the .muse is somewhat
Leave when you Quit and use
Tins houhe is unpretentious
apThe first t! or is very low.
pearance, but KTiacillllu .noMoV, in ,.:,v. English.
though the er.'rain e is in it, used
Its tOUr stones t iprw ' u..,l.. f... ,1.,. and
However, (lose to the
Lilt" as a basttueiit
young couple.
entrance Is .Mr. loimworth' den and
It bus been occupied by Mr.
office. It is done in a warm shade of
FOOD COFFEE
i
mother ami mh... ...
red damask.
his family who have been in Wishing- - red mohair Isand
dark oak.
work
"There's a Reason."
airs, i in crti.,i.-- t I.
"'
A wide staircase leads from a re.
brought with her nrlunim ......
ception hall to the main fluor and the
own, lier on table )iIlt.n and tUe parlors
and living rooms.
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PUBLICATION.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
'
(Small Holding Claim No. 1601.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 1676.
Department of the Interior. United Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M..
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
December 20, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Notice is hereby given that the follolowing named claimant has filed no- wing-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final tice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of 'nls claim under proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
3. 1831, (26 Stats., 854), as amende
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 by tne act or February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United
States be mado before V. S. Court Commiscourt commissioner at Albuquerque, sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the
N. M on the 29th day of January, 8th day of February,
1906, Vis:
1906, viz.,
Meliton S. Otero, for the Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the
S. H. C. No 1601, in section 19, town- Small Holding Claim No.
1076, in
ship 7 north, range 3 east, and sec- Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
Ho names the following witnesses
tion 24, township 7 north, rnnge 2
to prove his actual continuous
east
adHe names the following witnesses verse possession of said tract
lor
to prove his actual continuous adverse twenty years next preceding the aur-ve- y
possession of said tract, for twenty
of the township, viz:
years next preceding the survey of the
I.eopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome, N. M.:
Pedro Oallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jose
township, viz:
Jesus Salazar y Otero, of Peralta, Aragon y Rornal, of Tome, N. M.;
N. M.; Placldo Salazar y Otero, of Al Manuel Salazar y Otero, of Albuonw- buquerque. N. M.; Jesus Sanchez y que, N. M.
Any person who desires to nrorent
.; Desiderlo
Alarld, of Valencia, N.
against the allowance of said proof, or
Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest who knows of any substantial reason
against the allowance of said proof, against the laws and regulations of
or w"no knows of any substantial rea the Interior Department w"av such
son under the laws and regulations of proof should not be allowed will ha
the Interior department why such Biven an opportunity at the
d
proof should not be allowed, will be
time and dIocb in cmsMts.
given an opimrtunlty at the above amine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claim- that submitted by claimant
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
MANUEL R. OTERO.
of. that submitted by claimant.
Register.

A READY FURNISHED HOME

AWAITING

FOR

MANUEL

R. OTERO,

--o
FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.)

Register.
PKote

CopijrjK It OS y

THE l.ONGWORTH PARLOR.
drawing room is spacious,
wood work in white, and has a large
open fire place with a huge
mirror over it. The hangings
and the upholstery are of red dark
damask. A splendid replica ofOtiido
Kenl s "Ileatrlce Ccnci ' is the most
taliublo of many old oils that decor-atthe walls. A grand piano
many shaded lamps lend the roomanda
touch of charming warmth.
The dining room Is sufficiently large
to com fort ably accommodate a dinner
party of twenty-tou- r
persons. At one
end is a massive, chlmnev nleen nn- on either side bv a carved Cu
!ortcd
.
,.i
i ueie is a neautitui carved liuffet
an,! two serving tab! s of Florentine
ue.,lgn.
The dining t.iMu is of solid
walnut and the cuairs are of walnut,
iioauliruHy
upholstered in tapestry.
the east wall hangs a Gobelin tap-'l-

cstry on which Christ and the disciples are pictured
fishing.
Opposite
this are three small panels of tapestry with fruit designs. The hangings are olive green, lined with old
iose plush, these tints repeating the
niH.n tunes in the tapestry.
An
canopy lamp over the table
Is of more modern design than
the
oilier iiiM)intments. but harmonizes
Willi the color scheme.
A little gem
Is the reception room
between the drawing room and din-iriroom. It Is furnished in Florentine gold furniture, daintily upholstered in a lluht salmon nhmh in
. n
...
.1
tl.
miiIIu
.....o nr.. ,ff.nr ,,auMnwiije
rPI.lureii- tine mirrors with candle scounces
The hangings In this room are of deep
cream damask.
All in all. the future home of Miss
Koosnclt is elegant cnonah to satis-Ut litheart of any American girl.

SHE NEEDS THE JOB

J. K. Hell, better know among the
habitues of a printing office as "Smo-keHell, was taken suddenly sick
in a Railroad avenue restaurant last
night. Ho was placed in a hack and
conveyed to his room on South Third
street. He is up and around today,
but is still complaining, it is understood that Hell, on the water wagou
the past few (lays, astonished
bis
stomach by taking a dose or two of
get
himself in good trim
medicine to
for a long siege of total abstinence,
when the stomach revolted, and the
medicine in 1 urn affected his head,
am on
lence his sudden illness.
the water wagon to stay." said Hell,
iiing,
King
nun
"and
this
Alcohol nor
my
the devil can make me break
New Vear's resolution."

1 he

o

-u.

y"

The following letter received by
an employment agency in this city in
answer to their advertisement In one
of the daily papers for an educated
woman to take charge of a private
school, certainly bears the earmarks
of education:
Bingham, pa., des. 26. ti05.
deer sur I am wrileii you for a
Job you got in a 8. I10I. I have a education from the publick schol
of
l'ingham ami Mm tmirrji.il t r mv line- and. He is got out or jail here now
but the TMilfre here wunt left hit,,
alone so wo want to move to your
town. Pleas de me for what you can
as i need the job and oblige me and
husband. Yours truly,
RKTTA MOORS, (Mrs.)
More than 10.1100 bills have been
It is needless to add that she Is
presen'ed In congr!. Hut that Is
still looking for the Job.
not a marker 10 he number that will
Try a Citizen want ad.
l.e preseiii.d out of congress.

NOTICE

..
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
(Small Holding Claim No. 326.)
States
Office,
Land
Fe,
N.
Santa
Department of the Interior, United
M., Dec. 29. 1905.
States Land Office, Santa !', N. M., Notice
Is hereby given that the folloJanuary 3, 1906.
wing-named
claimant has filed no
Notice is hereby given that the folof his Intention to make final
lowing named claimant has filed no- tice
proof In support
his claim under
tice of his Intention to make final Sections 16 and 17 of
of the act of March
proof in support of his claim under 3,
1891 (26
854), as amende
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March by the act ofStats.,
February 21, 183. (J7
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Stats., 470), and that said proof "will
by the act ofyFebruary 21, 1893, (27 be
made before U. 8. Court CommisStats., 47U). and that said proof will sioner
at Albuquerque,
M.. on the
be made before the United
States Sth day of February, N. 1906,
Vis:
court commissioner at San Rafael, N. Romulo Aragon y Haca,
agent or TerM., on February 9, 1906, viz.: Barbara
esa Raca y Garcia de Aragon. for the
J. de Pino, for the lots 1 and 2, sec- Small Holding
tion 20; lot 3. section 16 and 17, town- T. 7 K, R. 2 E.,Claim No. 655, Sec 25 '
and Sec. 30, T. 7 N
ship 10 north, range 7 west.
R. 3 E.
He names the following witnesses:
He names
following witness
to prove his tactuaf continuous ad-- ; to prove his th
actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for verse iKssession
of hhIH twt in
twenty years next preceding the sur twenty years
next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
vey of the township, viz:
Gorgonio Flgueioa, of Cubero, N.
Rafael Gunile, of Peralta. N. M.:
M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cubero. N. M Antonio
Jose Aragon, of Valencia, 14
Banlsta Ilara, of Cubero. M. M.: Juan M.; Gregorlo
Aragon, of Valencia, N
D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
M.: Francisco Aragon y Baca, of
Any person who desires to protest Valencia.
N. M.
against the allowance of said proo,
Any person who desire to protest
or who knows of any sulstantlal rea- against the
of said proof, or
son under the laws and regulations of who knows allowance
any substantial reason
the interior department, why such against the of
and regulations . of
proof should not be allowed, will be the Interior laws
Department wTiy such
Kiven an opportunity at the alfove proof
should not bo allowed will be
mentioned time and place to
Riven an opportunity at the
the witnesses of said claimand place to cross-e- x
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal amine the time
witnesses (f said claimant
of that submitted bv claimant.
and to offer evldenco in rebuttal of
.MANUEL R. OTERO.
that submitted by claimant
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
o .
Register
REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
Soothing and Comforting.
L. H. SHOEMAKER
The wxithinn and comforting
ture set up and crated Air shipment. of Hewitt's Witch Hazel Salve, effects
whoa
Rear of Walton's drug sore.
applied to Piles, cuts. !i's. etc suK.
ftll " ru.li. alimul I rt , ... I .. rnu
..:
mis aiv
One
out the Inflammation reduce
la,.Uuiarw.s
.,, ..n Min.it. ri -, ,
"
aiuuui ur.ig, ami u
nz nnrl acta
has been curing Cos. Colds. Croup
us.rc ng ThehC,
and tthoop.ng v,uh so long that It disused parts
permitting or aiding
has proven
,a be .tried and Nwilra to permanent!
v rem.- - m
.
. :
.
,1
t..
tniu
u"
entirely.
iroume
Sod by all drug- Sold by ai! rirugtcst.""'
cross-examin-
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Wedding Presents

Published Dally and Weekly
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W.

W. T. McCREIGHT

8TRICKLER
President

Statehood
Joint
and Arlrxina .have made

Mexico

"N.--

tXKXKXXX50XX0XXXX0000000000

Business Manager

H'.upeieloiiM

id A. M. Hove, of rarlvad.
progrcan during laKt year,-- '
N. M, In the New Wlllard lam night.
territories
"The xplendid resource of I
mineral, ami Industrial. are attracting capital
"Immfrom all over the country and alinmd," Raid
igrants arc aUive tho average In Intelligence and cuter
Our sect km of the Pecos valley ha receive
hundreds of farmers from the. corn belt In the past two
month, who understand how to make the denert bloom.
"Those who pay taxes are waking up, and practically
lx
"very one In our aectlon wants Joint statehood.
Reports
months ago the advocate was a lonesome man.
from alt sections of the territory Indicate a marked
The name. Is also ture of
change In favor of Jointure.
Tucson", for Instance, now has an enthusiastic
Artxona.
Joint statehood league, while two months ago no one
The statement of Repwould mention Joint admission.
resentative Tawney that when he visited the territories
bo found little- sentiment in favor of Joint admission was
ign-rnltur-

--

pri.

correct.
"Taxpayers have been thinking, and now Uiieve
that one set of slate officers, legislatures, courts, etc.,
With a large state Instead
would bo cheaper than two.
they
schools and public Instiones,
believe
two
small
of
tutions generally would fare better.
"Tho apnolptinciit of Oov. Herbert J. Hagerman as
Kovernor of New Mexico met with general approval.
I'reuldcut KiMiNeveii has won the admiration of the people Irrespective of party." Washington Post.

General Prosperity
Nothing more strikingly demonstrates the

general
prosperity of the country than the recent resolution ol
the "wool trust" to raise tho wages of its 2r,'Miii mill
bands, an Increase of pay wholly unsought by the latter
Following
and quite voluntarily offered by the former.
,1s the announcement:
The American Woolen company has announced a 10
per cent Increase In the wages of its mill hands, to take
rfTecl the first of the new year. The decision was reach- cd unanimously at a meeting of the managers of the
various plants and tho oltlcers of tho company at the
Waldorf-AstoriThe Increase will add more than
$1 ,000,000 to tho annual expenses of the trust, which employs upward of 25,000 hands.
A member of the executive committee of the American Woolen company suld that tho wages had been
raised In order that the hands might share in the pen-erNo demand for inprosperity of the company.
The company bad.
creased pay had come from the men.
run open shops since the unsuccessful strike of thiv
years ago.
through New
Most of the mist mills are
England.
The only plant affected In New York stute Is
the mill at, Oswego, which employs about l.timi hands.
Tho salaried officials and clerical force do not participate
In the raise. American Banker.
a.

al

'
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Facts
Undoubted
of Wednesday had

an. able
The
article under the caption, "The Republican Une Is Solid."
In answering the assertion of the democrats In which
the wish Is father to the thought that there Is discord
between President Roosevelt and congress, the
says:
"So fur as regards the house of representatives, these
Mr. Roosoveit
atorlcs of discord are manifestly untrue,
and Speaker Cannon are In harmony on nil the leading
'
Issues of the hour. This is so well known thut no sane
On rate
democrat will have the hardihood to deny It.
regulation, statehood, the tariff, the Panama canal and
tbe other questions of national moment the president and
the republican leaders In the house are In complete acA
cord.
and a statehood bill vrjl be
passed in the house within the next ten or twelve days.
Olobe-Democr-

at

(llobe-Dctnocr-

at

"Tho talk about differences between the president
All the republicans '
and the senate Is exaggerated.'
i bo senate except a corporal's guard are in favor of the
passage of the statehood and the Philippine bills.
The
statehood bill which has been reported to the senate is
on the same Hues as that which is before the house."

Western StocK MarKet
The managers of the Western Live Stork Show

to

Ik held at the Denver union stock yards, Jan. 2'J to Feb.
3, llkltt, have the assurance of the packers at Denver
Yards thut satisfactory prices will be paid for nil fat stock
that Is sent there. It Is to the Interest of the packers,
the stuck yards people and every producer In the west
Ui make Denver a good market.
A representative, of the packers said:
"If we get a
lot of fat stuff hero and puy for It loss than the owners
could have sold It for at the river markets, the shippers
will never come here again.
Such a tsdicy would be
very
becuuso we want good stock to come
short-sighte-

here."
Henry Iiebhard, president of the Colorado Par,,
tng & Provision company, says: "The fat stock tdiown
at tbe Western Live Stock Show will be purchased here
at a good strong price, and will be killed In the Denver
C. K. Boetteher, general manager of tho Weslilanis."
tern Packing company, sayH; "We are Interested in the
Kiiccess of the Western Live Stock Show and expect to
handle the fat stock that comes here at a good figure."

If

Loofcing Forward
past .in,l
satisfaction with
the

contldeuce

In

the

all reliable guides, llmci u likely to equal,
if Indeed It does not BurpasH, the year dr.it.iug to a close.
The volume of orders booked alien. I exceeds any previous year In the country's history, timl high prices as jet
cni to exercise no effect upon consumptive demand.
Iron and steel of all kinds are heavily sold ahead, as are
also shoes, cotton and woolen goods, lumber, hardware,

future are at

There is no is i nsion for all the fuss being made over
promised wedding gifts to Alice Roosevelt.
Person
desiring In send presents to her will find nothing to
pi event.
Tills Is a free yuntry.
It Is particularly free
!n regard to wedding gifts.
Conventions In this respect
sic limited only by people's means to buy, ami very often
not even ly that.
Presents which givers cannot affcud
and which recipients do net want contribute Immeasurably to the supposed Joys of weddings In all grade of life.
So, nobody wishing to send Miss Alice n present need
be dismayed by President Roosevelt's protest.
This is
not his wedding, but Miss Alice's.
She is of age, ud
besides, at her marriage passes from under her fathers
IxH there be no misroneept iori as to
immediate control.
the president's power and authority.
The constitution
confers upon him certain clearly defined functions and
despot.
with these his siwer ends. "He Is no
He cannot prevent the humblest citizen from sending
all the weddiDg gifts to Miss Alice, or to atiynody else,
Thus may we
which such citizen may desire to send.
occasionally realize the full Joys of liberty.
If there is to be any proper and effective protest
against presents to Alice, it must come from Miss Alice
Ami such protest need
herself or from her Nicholas.
The cargo of costly gifts brought back
not be feared.
by Miss Alice from the orient proves her amiability in
Certainly, since as a daughter of this
this respect.
nation, she has honored savage sultans and barbarous
potentates, by acceptance of their gifts, she cannot refuse
to honor the people of America by the same amiable
altitude.
tin-

aud a myriad of other products.

Il Is, perhaps, Ion early also to Sort east the iffcctx
of Uio pushing to the front by labor organization of i tit
demand for union recognition in the c.iaT and other index
It would see;. i as If the preeminent necessity in r.tm;
should be conservatism, particularly in labor inaitiix ami
in Hnancl.il affairs generally. Itradstrcei's

In

HravT."

scuool at. 1" a. m.
minister, Rev. K. K.
a. m. and

7 '!"

in

building.

dub

p. m.

p. m.
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j

Church Corner of Sixth
Sliver avenue. Sunday
school at !t;4." a. m. Services In tier-maLutheran
street and
11

6.

We've Got Too Many Overcoats for This Season of the Year and Wc Arc Going to Sell them

the
Sunday
Preiciilng by the
Crawford, at. 11
Mcc

Church

Christian
Coniiiiert lal

-

JANUARY

OVERCOAT SALE

"' Conarenjtionxl Church Rev. .1. H
Heald will preach. Subject, morning!
service: "The Mrst ItiiFines o. the
Church." Evening: "Names Written'

For Miss IXoosevelt

By The Citizen Publishing Company

TO WORSHIP

WHERE

SATURDAY.

THEY GO AT ONCE IF PRICES
WILL FORCE THEM OUT

n

a. m. and in Kngl!h at 7:30
G. W lining, pastor.

Sunday school

Baptist Church
a. ni. Preaching service at

!:4"

j

at
1 1

a. m. and 7:.1o p. m.. by Rev. R. H.
Kciiey, pastor pro tern. Anthem by:
choir: "O. Priipe in His Holiness."
Mr. Maynard will sing a solo. Mr. Ha-vens will piay a aritone horn soloj
and Miss Johnson will sing.

If you need an Overcoat now, or if yoc expect to nted one next
season, or the season afirt here is your opportunity

1

I

14 OFF

St. John's EoiacoDal Church t.oc.at-- '
ed at the corner of Fourth street and)

Stiver aven,ie. Services tomorrow
Sunday school at 10 a.
ilows:
Holy communion and sermon at 11
m.
Evening prayer and sermon
7:.T) p. ni. All seats free. A.
Harrison,
f

as

M. M AND ELL

ni.
a.

at

ON ALL HEAVY OVERCOATS

i

(i.

res-to-

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

Holden (Baptist) Mission Corner
Mountain road and Seventh street.
Opening service at .1 p. m. Address,
by Rov. Robert
Kelley, of Chicago,
who will also sing, Tnls mission Is
In a rapidly growing part of town and
was built by the people of the neighborhood anil uses Its new tent house
for the first time.
1

Highland Methodist Church J. M.
riollie, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m.
hy Rev. V. W. Ilivcns. Subject:
$ "Feeding the five
thousand." Preach-b- y
Ing at 7:3u p in.,
the pastor.
0 Jeii: "The. Holy
or the Bible
from the Outside.'
Sunday school at
8 t:4."i
a. tn. Junior Hague at 3 p. m.
Senior league at ti::q p. m. Strangers
made welcome-We have lately been given an unusual number of
disregarded
so
often
simple
but
Preaching
striking examples of the
First Baptist Church
"Per-?ona- l
fact that money getting is not necessarily success. Chas. services at 11 a. m. Subject:
Communion with Ood." Sub
was conducting the in
K. Hughes, the lawyer who
p. m.: "The Magna Char- vestigation of the big life insurance companies, has had ject at 7::) Sinn-r.'
ia of 'the
Communion will
places.
high
in
corruption
view
business
u
of
as intimate
be observed ut the close of the marn-Inwitness.
to
one'
man's lot
perhaps, as It has ever been any
rvi'e. Bible Rchoul at 9:50 a.
What we need," he says, "Is a revival of the sense of m. Baptist Young Peoples union at
Wo want to hear less of the man who negan fi:4' p. m. Strangers are cordially
honor.
poor ami amassed riches, and inure about the man who Invited to attend tlm services of the
lived unsullied, though he died poor.
church and a cordial, welcome awaits
No one will charge Mr. Hughes with being a mere all.
Idealist.
ills searching quest Ions. during the life insurFirtt Presbyterian Church Services
ance Investigation have shown hlni to be a hardlie;idei in the Hlks' opera' house
at 11 a. m
What
practical.
whoije
man,
views of life are sternly
and 7:3o p. ni. Morning text:
"And
the times need is less "success" and more heart less Melhusela.i lived nine hundred and
years anil he died." Gen.
individual irlumph and more regard for the rights of all. sixty-ninIn I he evening. Rev. W. W.
is not, after all, the main thing In the world.
The "captain of Industry" Is not the only'great leader of Havens, superintendent of the
league of New Mexico and AriMateria! things shape their own reme
human interests.
Will deliver II loetllrn
Siimluv
dies. When commerce must be greatened. commerce is zona.
be opened they school at 9:45 a. m. Young Peoples'
When waterways must
greateiied.
meeting at ti:4o p. m. Junior C. E.
They are the world's appetite, and when at
are opened.
3 p. ni, A cordial
welcome to
food
hungry
thirsty drink is sought and found, and when
strangers Hugh A. Cooper, pastor.
is obtained and eaten.
The higher and gentler side of human nature is more EXCELLENT INSTANCE
OF RAILROAD EXPANSION.
It must have some sort of an invitation; in
modest.
New York, Jan. 6. The board of diTo
measuto be sought, and in reciprocation It seeks.
rectors of the Delaware & Lackamake It part of the daily duty that no seeking of this wanna railroad
has authorized an exkind remains unfulfilled, so long as it is within our pow penditure of $6.(Mi.0U0
for equipment
give
will
endeavor
an
aad
is
as
noble
It,
satisfy
to
er
Just
and additional rolling stock, and the
eneror
great
tremendous
a force
employment to Just as
orders for the work have been given
gies as does this continual and overriding race for any out. Much of the work will be done
Krankly, don't you at the company's Scranton hops..The
thing that can be classed as riches.
Includes 2. 400 box cars, 2U0
know that life would be a great deul pleasanter for you order
and for the other fellow, If you Jess often left out the Block cars, 10(1 carriage cars and four
milk cars. Alsiut 3u0 men will be
heart?
added to the present shop force of
700.
The American locomotive comOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOCKX
pany is to build fifty engines to be
delivered during next April and May.
To the Barney & Smith company, of
Dayton, Ohio, has been gven an order
for 500 steel gondolas, 500 steel hopTrvxe
per cars, 18 milk cars, 10 express
ears and two vestibtiled coaches. The
w American
XXXKXXXXXXX000XXXXXJOCKOC0
Car & Foundry company is
to build IS coaches for suburban serelabEngland
by
an
A noted physician has excited
vice, and three combination cars.
orate argument to show that nature intended every man
He points out that many of the NAKED WOMAN FOUND
10 have several wives.
SETTING HOUSES ON FIRE.
races of the world have practiced polygamy In the past
New York, Jan. it. A naked and inand that many still do so, and in electrical languagehe
woman, directed by a man who
presents the conclusion that the condition must be u sane
was
Hut he might have gone Just one step plyingwarmly clothed, was detected apnatural one.
a
to the hallway or a
further and shown Just as conclusively that every woman Ave story torcli
tenement house In EHir!d:e
Many
have
nations
ought to have several husbands.
street aUnit daybreak this morning.
lived under jxilyandry, meaning one woman to many men. The strange pair fled when discovered,
Some are polyaudroua now, tho Tibetans for instntlce. but iho woman was captured. She
He might by tho same process show that nature intended said that her name was Helen Bauer
and that she was housekeeper of Hie
meu to oat one another, to kill off their weakling children, to slaughter tho aged as soon ns they are past work, building idie was trying to set on Are,
to burn dead men's wives, and to sacrifice human beings but no one in the building knew her.
Tho woman is evidently insane and
to religious superstition!
she did not or could not disclose the
it is more than amazing that In an enlightened land name of the man,
but It Is suspected
saner
enlightened
age a' learned man, with no
and In this
that the phlr have been connected
argumet than this, should outrage sense and sentiment with other incendiary fires.
alike by advocating a return to a marriage system which
makes women mere slaves, mere breeders, and deprives
them of their natural faculty for refining the nature of GREATOPPORTUNITIES
man.
The people of this age are not seeking excuse
INMCOLORADO
for polygamous marriage.
It Is almost universally recognized that the highest, most beautiful relation between,
the sexes is that which exists when a man and a woman
BY J. S. TEMPLE,
Joyfully remain faithful to oue another all their lives. President of the Denver Chamber of
Such a bond makes them lovers, helpmates, comrades.
Commerce.
It is the best HMsille destiny for both.
Denver is growing rapmiy aud
It gives woman an assured position, an honored place
great prosperity. The building
in the community.
It endows her with a sense of resales of real estate, and
sponsibility.
The man's character is subtllely lufiueuced permits, the
the bank clearings, show a large gain
by that of his wile.
Her tenderness soothes him in each moiiih over the
before
weariness and her devotion cheers him in disappointment. and promise continued month
growth at an
What man who has ever realized the restfullnesH, the accelerated pace during 19(U1.
stimulus, the Joy of such wedded happiness would exThe tourist travel has been nearly
change his companionship for a whole harem full of the double what it was in 1904, ami
35 large conventions have been
most beautiful women in the world?
What woman with
experience of a husband's strength to lean uiwin, a hus- booked for l'.tuti.
The production of the mines is conband's
to influence, a husband's happiness t'
make, would not recoil with shame and horror from the stantly on the Increase and- the labor
prosper! n being merely one of his wives?
.
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Life is More Than
Mere Money Getting

ooO0omo0oom

tsunid Afeuase

!

Sub-HiWI-

Ksen

making piano

a melody

will

lose

patience

if roughly

'

handled,

0CCOOCK000

ordinary usage, any of these instrument

with

but

last a lifetime

the Chlcker.iig Bros., Bush

Victor and Ellington.

mond.
give

As

w

e sell

l.ane, Starr. Rk

They're made to wear as well

forth a "concoitise of

pleasing, too.

&

wlt

sweet

They're

sounds."

them, even the buyer

s

a.-t-o

eye

purse smiles

g

Anti-Saloo- n

Remember, we buy for cash
See us before you buy.

i-

Established in

-
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THE SQUARE MUSIC

1900.

DEALERS.
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Carrlllo. ...... American Block

DON'T TRUST TO LUCK
in the hope that you'll pick up a good
cigar here or there!. (let hold of a
cigar you know to be good one that
everybody who is n juige knows to he
a Uptopper:
Smoke the White Lily
and other brands will concern you no

ML
CO
6.00 Per
Ton

-

COKE

MILL.

longer. That's a cigar to stick to and
the price won't "stick" you. Despite
It's excellence, the White Lily sells
for only 5 cents the one, $2.00 the box
of fifty.

WOOD

KINDLING

W.H.Hahn&Co
BOTH

A.

'PHONES

J

RICHARDS

1132 WEST

AVENUE
RAILROAD
OOOOOOCXXXXOOtDt3CXXXODOO

OCOOCXXX3COCOOOCX300COCiCOO

Elks'OperaHouse
FOR

NIGHT

I

ONLY

SATURDAY
JANUARY...

CHRISTMAS COOKING.
Tbe finest flour la an absolute
essential, especially lor cakes
auc
pastry.
f ne "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any particular, its flavor is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable in a family

I

6th

INTERNATIONAL

Bioscope
LIFE MOTION PICTURES.
See the Albuquerque fire department run, the great Spanish bull fight,
the Are bug, great mine disaster, wonderful automobile trip, the Russian
revolution at Odessa, etc., Russia and
Japanese war scenes. Fifty up to
data comic subjects.
Prices

jQoAirfl

r'

0

r

,

10c.

y

iicKet.

JURNITUfiE,

CROCKERY,

AND

At-

"HellO Dili"
MONDAY NIGHT,

ubvt

K!..o

?om.w

6
STOVES

RANGES

i&S

Borradaile & Co.

oooootooooo oooooooooo
Bad
Weather

Suggests - HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call tbe pkyal
clan; perform social duties, etc. Rate
from five cents per day up Let u,
toll you about It.
--

"Mr. Plisicr 0! Paris

ATurhlsli oath

v

-

EASY PAYMENTS

3 Nights amy
tractions Presents
Three of the Funniest
of Farce Comedies

..&"-

LOW PRICES

Elks Opera House
Georg? Samuels'

v.

9

KMtm

Children,
Indies free with each paid 50c X
25c, 35c and 50c.

9th

en

West Copper Avenue
Wholesale Agent

Company

TUESDAY NIGHT,

rt

'

M. 'BERGrER
114

Why the Delegates Smiled.
was at the closing of the annual convention of a
JAN. fith
0
certain religious Isidy held In a town near this city some
New Mexican:
it Is rumored that assessments on time since, and tho preacher w ho occupied the chair an"
A
railroads in Ne
Mexico are lo tie raised to li higher nounced that ihey were $luo short
of a desired sum and
figure than heretofore obtained by the territorial board hoped that the amour might be raised
final adbefore
of e(ualiatioti ut Its next week's meeting in this city. journment.
The people will stand such actions on the part of the
"1 will start the nood work with
:'0'" cried a mau
JAN.
board Willi a gieai deal of equanimity and gisid temper. who was a stranger to the preacher.
The New Mexican cannot vouch that the same will be
'Thanks, brother, thanks!" exclaimed the dominie,
the case with the tax agents and the managers iftusively.
"I don't know your name, but may heaven
of the several railroad companies interested.
This Idem your kind heart, and may your business during the
J. 8. TEMPLE.
Is a case in which different (sople look tiKn the same coming year be doubled."
WEDNESDAY
and have different views thereon.
So runs the
Instanily there was a laugh t hut was both loud and situation more satisfactory ihun tor
JAN. JOth
years.
world away.
'one. and the perplexed preacher gazed at iho delegates many
Many thousands of acres of new
in astonishment.
As produced lu all the large citland has been brought under cultivaMining Reporter:
Arizona bus organised a mining
"W hat have I
"
done?" said he. "What
tion and the new system of arid Uiul ies. New songs and dances. The
A territorial
of its own.
affair
We think
"Nothing," replied a fellow preacher; "ouly the man farming promises to revolutionize
beautiful Serpentine dance. Illusthis would be a good tiling for New Mexico people in- who donated that twenty-fiv- e
Phila- cenditions
throughout
is an undertaker."
the
trated songs.
whole
It would no doubt bad to delphia
terested in mining to do.
Telegraph.
Rocky Mountain country.
Prices, 35c. 50c and 75c; $1.00
gos1 results as It Is known that when a camp or district
Three large beet sugar factories
for box.
orguulzo to promote their Interests the) ate alway more
year
were
a
built
and
It the emperor of Korea really
thia
Japan
number
wishes to make
successful than when each one acts on b:s own volition. uuconiloriable he should get
are under contract for next
ar.
the Mikado on lhi witness more
A considerable
amount of railway
stand in front of Mr. Hughes.
construction is in contemplation.
?Ui.
A
A muu. twenty years ago, iuvetci
nlght.
Jvm in ieiiei
Our undeveloped resources are jeill 'e nileiiien. 50c; ladles rive.
rml estate, and the oilier day lie sold his holdings for
V
Tawney 's party sas i lint neither of. the territorlea enormous,
I believe no other
and
part
o
$115,000.
Keul estate judiciously bought In a developing
4
fit for statehood.
Wonder' how the niilis like that? of the world offers as mauy exeelUtr
AT
DINNER
J.
SUNDAY
GET A BIG
city or country, like Albuquerque and the rural sections Wonder bow tho separate
It T
Iot
opportunities to both laW and ; i'.r THE COLUMBUS HOTEL TOMOR- - 9
like
Malohoodltea
adjacent. Is always a snfo Investment.
'
id ehse
(s-- .'f
as u.) i liver and Colorado.
'"t i th"
!

2

flour.

"

Ii
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206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
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Glory of R.ace

chii'-ncie-

is why we can please you

LEARN ARD & LINDEMANN'S

,

,

Monogamous Marriage

that
-

Js

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

MELINI & EAKIN,

18

N. T. Armllo Building.

Wholesale liquet

and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents Tor Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Ixiuls A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Scblitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for nr Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199
Salesroom, ill South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS
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JANUARY',

SATURDAY,
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THE EVENING CITIZEN'S ARMY OF READERS WHO PREFER

STARTED

NEWS TODAY,

TODAY'S

IS

VERY

GROWING

OUR GREAT...

. . .

RAPIDLY

Those Who Have Not Settled
o the annzi inent of hundreds of on- COUNTY TREASURER'S
looker, he was observed flinching ALBUQUERQUE QUITE
Will Have to Face Justice
fl'tietly off n bottle of beer and a
THEATRICAL CENTER
QUARTERLY REPORT cantaloupe,
cf Peace Craig.
Iniperturable superiority to eon veil- I

J

j

tloiiulily

AMOUNT

THEREBY

INCREASED

Interesting Figures Prepared
by Justo Armijo-Mon- ey

Jimtlce of tho l'eace Craig will not
be troubled for luck of bUHiness tor
neveral days to come, anyway. Inas-

"GIVE 'EM
said G. L.
the retired merchant ami capitalist, this morning. The gent Ionian
referred to the city council, und what
brought forth the stinging words was
the fact that Mr. Athelmer hunted half
"Gine em

ti.t

B

II,"

ilo tntirn 111 ir rT I tlO
Highlands, trying to find Iron avenue.
The gentleman was was a little bit

rtM

n mrvfa

hot under the collar, although the
weather is quite cold ...ese mornings,
and,. Continuing bis remaks, he said:
"The council passes ordinances on
naming and putting signs on streets,
and numbering houses, and never enforces tbem,ao lve them h-With these remarks from an outt
valuable time
raged citizen,
In trying to find Iron avenue because
It had not been properly labelled, Mr.
Althelaier xlrove away perfesUy Bfctia.-fie- d
with his declaration "Give 'era
ll"

who-spen-

OVER

Sht

ie,,.,s .Miume.n
standing.
The nmount received from the general county Is $43.60; from ihe court,
$2,788.52; interest, $:1M; school,
5T; treasurer, iL'ii.K'M.iiS; treasurer's commission. $4.m1.4A: assessor's
commission. lHn.l, '114 and 'I'l.,. $2.!l!l.-8city of Albuquerque, 27.rri.,"i.
The largest part of the money due
from the various school districts has
been received.
The receipts from the school disI

No. 3. $4; No. 5. $317;
50; 7. $1.50; S, 13.05; 0. $13;
Nos. 12 and 2rt, $5,471.90;
No. 13,
$223.05; 23, $10; 34. $7.ft5; 3tV $15:
37, $5:44, $4; 45, $1.50; 48. $J5.
follow:

WILL

E

((MR

FROM

SCALDS

rJAD

j
;

ONE HAND CAME OFF
FECT MOULD, AND
SERVED IN ALCOHOL,

IN

IS

PER-- j
PRE-- ,

r

The calamity which befell Joseph
Schmltt, the man scalded with hot
mash at the brewery the early part
of the week, was more horrible than
first reported. His physician says that
although there is lit t lo doubt, about
his ultimate recovery. It. will be. six
months or more WfoYo he Is able to
return to work. The skin has come
off from both his hands, his face and
his neck, and the hair slipped from
his head like the bristles from a
a
scalded hog. One hand presents
more repulsive spectacle than the
other. Tao skin came off of this hand
in a mould. Ihe fingers retaining their
normal shape with the nails dining
to tluni. '1 his part of the hand peeled
from the flesh as Schmltt. took hold
of a door immediately after the acci
dent.
Schmltt was an employe of the
Southwestern Brewery and Ice com
pany, and was working on the first
floor of the plant when a mash tank
on ihe third floor exploded, ihe
him. 'i he brewery company
is sticking by Schmltt and has prom-tent- s
of hot mash coming down and
Ised to see hi mthwugh his trouble.
The hand mould spoken of as coming off whole, has been embalmed, and
has been placed In the laboratory of
Dr. C. II. Carns In the Grant building.
g

COST

CRIPPLES

EARL, A. SMITH
USED VIOLENT
LANGUAGE TO LEE EDWARDS-COU- RT
PUNISHED HIM.

'

CHANGES HANDS
PROF. RAMSAY SELLS OUT TO R.
O. &TOLL, WHO WILL CONDUCT
IT IN FUTURE.
The Albuquerque Business College
has passed into the bands of R. O.
Stoll. The deal to consummate t
transfer has been In progress for somfc
time.
George S. Ramsay,, the founder of
the cojlege here, by the transaction,
retires and win devote his time to
other pursuits. The consideration is
private.
Mr. Stoll, tile purcnaser ol me college, bought a half interest some
months ago and siuce has beeu actively Identified with the thriving institution.
Prof. Ramsay sees the opportunity
of doing a good business in the typewriter trade, a vocation more to his
Jiklng than teaching, and the reason
onsuently for his retirement from
the college.
To Prof. Ramsay is due the present
high efficiency of the Albuquerque
college and Its financial success. Mr.
Stoll Is a practical and very capable
man and will unquestionably continue
to run the Institution along lines that
will augment tn advancement and best
luterests.

,.,

to one .Lee Edwards, who conducts a
rooming house and it is alleged, invited Edwards into 'the street to fight.
Under .the tmiuirlal laws, such behavior is a misdemeanor and a warrant sworn out by Edwards charged
Smith with assault. The latter was
arrested and arraigned before Judge
Crawford in police fourt yesterday.
Smith pleaded hot guilty, was given a
trial and found guilt yw the court
a fine of $5.
Judge Crawford 'has but little time
for persons who vent their spite upon
a cripple, for sucli Edwards is.

g

JUDGE ABBOTT

INTEREST.

Judge Ira A. Abbott returned this
afternoon from Santa F"e where he
had been attending supreme court.
The Judge arrived in the city shortly
after 1 o'clock on a Hock Island train
which was detouring over the Santa
Fe as a result of the snow blockade
on its own route. "I got on at Lamy,"
said Judge Abbott, "and they did not
want me to ride, explaining that it was
a request, of the Santa Fe company
that they haul no passengers over
their line. I induced them to permit
me to come, to this city, however."
Judgo Abbott informed The Kvening
Citizen representative that tho several
cases relating to the deposed Iterna-lill- o
county officers would be taken
up and heard together on January 23
and 24. These casefc have been appealed from Judge Abbott's court
here.
The district Judge said that Judge
Hope and bis new wife arrived in
Santa Fe Thursday and on yesterday
evening were tendered a reception by
Judge and Mrs. MrFie.
Judge MI'Js returned home to l.as
Vegas Friday aiorniug to see bis son
off to Yale today .
The lust case is set for February 2,
but whether the business will be finished by that date. Judge Abbott did
not know for certain.

SUCJONES FINALLY
CUMBS TO TUBERCULOSIS OF
THE. LUNGS IN THIS CITY.

Arthur JoiiesMwho died last evening
in this fit y. came all the way from
Knglauil hoping to benefit his impaired health, lie has sintered from
nf the lungs for some lime.
The man :,lt his native snores and
l lor the United riia:es.
He eauie
to Chicago and from them to this
eitv. The disease was too far advanced, however, and neither the
hkllled medical care nor the dry air
of Albuquerque could be. expected to
Debenefit the man to any extent.
was
ceased was 40 years of age.
u carpenter bv occupai ion. Ii is sid
the man has relatives In the old country who are in comfortable circumThey have len notified of
stances.
his demise and will probably order THE CROWD DID NOT
the body shipped to them.
WORRY HIM IN THE LEAST.
A
I).
Washington,
('., Jan.
ONE CLEARED AND
ONE FOUND GUILTY. l.riKht hliie tie, a foot of green silk
protruding
C. Ian. C The handkerchief
from hl
Was him.' ton, I
record in the couri martial case of pocket, a I. land and Innocent counJr.,
tenance
Coffin.
of
below a wide expanse
Midshipman Treuinor
charged with hazing, lms been receiv- huldnctiti, six feet five of easily carIt is un- ried stature rising upon toes turned
ed by the navy department.
Much tg the rather striking
derstood (Hal the nelltcl.ee of ,ne outward
appearance of Ollie James, the most
court is ilintnissul.
conspicuous man in the Kentucky
delegation In the house of reprcKi
MIDSHIPVAN DECATUR
GETS NOT GUILTY.
Hut it I.i uol his physical or sarAnnapolis, Aid., Jan. ti. Ii is olll
today that Midship- torial oddities which have most
cially uiiuoumhU colleagues. The one thing
man Stephen lccaiur, Jr.. of i'oitf-- j
ii" most intimately associated with his
mouth, N. H.. had been found
guilty on ihe charge of hazing, audi p.' .'smialliy is a wU leniemheied piche has lieeu released from arrest and I ture, which he presented at the last
democratic naitontl wnvf afon, w!;en
restored to duty,
1

WORK of Mock reduction will toon be followed by the'
Ueki of
preparation, at January 15 mutt find ut homed In the new store,tryina
308 and 310 Wett
avenue, juat acrota frotn our present location.
To maka the transfer of the atock safe and easy, from
present to the new store we
are compelled to reduce our etocK, regardless of consequences. All the
profits blown to the wind.

THE

Early as

Gome

nt;t-Tive- s.

Possible and

Get

First

S

305 West Railroad

Avenue

305 West Railroad

AN

EASY WAY

0 MANY PATRONS

FOR THEIR LIBERAL

WE WISH, THEM ALL A

PATRONAGE,

PROSPEROUS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

We

MAYNARD.

Offer to supply you with anything In

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and wa are now making

119

Special Prices
On the Following
Refrigerator

$12
$8

The Jeweler

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

statement:

this

A. M. Whitcomb, nurseryman, corner Eighth and Tljeras streets, says:
"in niy estimation there Is no ointment for the purpose that can equal
Doan's. There was one spot below
my knee which annoyed me for ten
years, I'n.ike eczema It did not
spread out, but at times it itched so
exasperatlngly, particularly
after ij
went to bed or sat by the stove, that
I scratched It until it smarted before
relief came. I tried every salvo ana
ointment I came across; when one
dlil not help I bought another and applied It. Heading about lean's Ointment induced me to go to a iiy
drug More for a Ikix. In a few
days the itchiness ceased, and the
life of the part affected was killed.
for up ro date, and it Is now over1
six months since 1 stopped the use
of tl e mive there has not beeu a
symptom of Its appearance."
For sale by all dealers. 1'nre ho
Co.,
Huffalo,
cents.
N. Y., sole agents
I nlteu
for th
States.
I
Hemember the name loan's - and!
.",)
take no other.

J

'

i

Foster-Milbiir-

n

'

I

ENCOURAGING

NEWS

China Tea Set

.. .$8.75

Decorated Havlland China, at
per cent discount
25o
75o Glata Berry Seta
20e
35o Glata Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lampe
...$1.25
$3.25
Decorated Lampe
$1 Steam Cereal Cookert
i.65o
. .40c
50c 8taam Egg Poacher
$10J0
$12.50 Buggy Ha met . .

ALL KINDS
13.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

ALL SIZE PACKAGES
' Both Pton

O0tOOt0OOOCOl

Frozen Water Pipes?
We Thaw Them By Electricity la Five Minutes.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

NO FIRE

THE CELEBRATED!

NO DIGGING

THE ONLY WAY
Give Us A Trial.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Southwestern Electric and Construction Co.
Telephone:
Automatic,

Bottled In Bond.

216 South Second St
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

465.

nan

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Santa

FRANKFORT. KT.

ME LI Nl

& EAKIN

Sola Af rats.
Albuquerque, M. 'M.
Automatic; Phone, 199.

CLEANING

CARPET

J.

H. O'FIELLY

MISSION

THORNTON Tho Clomner
.Me Is tho
ckaiiH everything.
Furniture Man. Moving, pack-in- n
and shipping, unpacking and
Felting up, and is no upstart at
lit) liiiKlm'Hs.
There Is no other JiiHt Thornton. That's all.
Doth

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS

I

UNDERTAKERS
and

MONUMENTS.

-

Whitman's

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

I

gt

0
0
0

ooooooeoo
Albuquerque

Machine Works 10

Foundry and
.

Iron and Brass

r.tiALL. Proprietor

CastlngSyJre,

Coal and Lumber Cart; Shaftlan.
Pulleys. Grade Bars. Hautt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Bopmlr on Mining and mill Maohlnmry m Specialty
foundry east side of railfjad track.
Albuquerqoa, H. at.

0000000f00 0KKC
THE NEW
YORK

'lie

United States mail;
only Hue with a change of stock en
route; no.. rigs, horses and drivers;
rn h ave.- - Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. Kor
pat.icula! address V. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
H. 1'l.Oi'K, I'mprlmor, Perea. N. M.
and

0

The McBrian Furniture Co.

0

1

I

Second St.. Both Phones.

N

JEMEZ HOT

CO. Druggists

FURNITURE

Ladies' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Date Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Racks, Hall Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.
1 I HI 4 13 " If tt ' . 1 ji d .

STRONG BLOCK.

Carvi-.- -.

IN

Latest Designs Just Received, from

'phone.

0. W. Strong's Sons

;ul :'ll

Restaurant

SEASON.
Uuder Saoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. 8UNTAGQ, Proprietor.

vvvv

STEAM

F"e

WELL

DI3STK

REGULAR MEAL8, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OV8TER8 RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND CAME

non-par-

CANDIES ALWAYS

-

WHERE TO

DUUUsra,

IN

Cuntheis

,

ALVARADO PIIARMACV

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Palrvlew
atendents
Saina Barbara Cemeteries

Lowney's

M.

II. I3RK1GS & COMPANt
PROPS.

First St. and Gold Are.

$4-B-

ifcau
t
The officers of the
joint statehood league today received
word from a reliable
in Wash
ingion that one of tho new senators,
elected from a wcMern state, '..n
I. een won over to the cause
cf Jol :t
s.tatt hood. The senator in quest Ion. i
a very prominent man, and it Is sail
that word conies direct from the llo.ir
of ihe enate thai lie Is dng all in
bis power to secure ihe passage ol
the bllL

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

0

BABY FOOD

$8
26c
20

40c China Salad Bowla

EROM NATION'S CAPITAL

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

U

99

$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stovea.

TO THAW

Southwestern Electric and Construc
tion company, stated this morning
tnat It is the easiest thing possible
to lhaw out frozen water pipes with
electricity, and that It can be done
without the inconvenience of digging
them up or tearing up the floor of the
house. Wires currying electricity are
attached to the pipe on both sides of
the obstruction.
The pipe immedi
ately becomes hca'ed and the ice
melts.
Apparently, it is up to the plumber
t
take out an electrician's license or
the electrician to ta!.e out a plumber's
license.

Doan's'Oitment relieves and cure
All itchiness of the skin.
endorse

Avenue

WITH GRACIOUS 'THANKS TO OUR

FROZEN WATER PIPES
Albuquerque Hai Found It Hard to
Shake Off.
Hard to bear, harder to get rid of.
The latest conqucbi of electricity is
U any i'ching eklu complain',
ice. President Roderick Stover, of the
piles.
itching
a
or
Eczen

Albuquerque people

Choice

9

--

.

1

BIG

,

HOW IT STICKS.

CAME
TO ALBUQUERQUE
ON
ROCK ISLAND TRAIN
ITEMS OF

ARTHUR

...

HOME

FROM THE CAPITAL

ALL THfc WAY EROM
ENGLAND rOK HEALTH

rr r

11

FIVE SPOT FOR
THREATENING

WEEK

.

7:

SCMMITT

EXT

IS IN FULL SWING

.

$1,-76- 4.

i

SHOWS

IV

Acting on advices received from
Gallup last night. Officer Alex. Knapp.
It is seldom that so many noted
Jusi neiore tiiHin today arrested one show
uicn meet way out acre in New
'
Mexico, but when they do then the
f
.
Ih,. riiv h,.
show business Is hushed over in fine
n
m of"" "? shape, and all kinds of sad as well
as funny experleuics are rceltexl.
mats why there was so much exriv
citement around Maunuer Matsou'B
store this morning.
Arthur C. Alston, whose standard
plays appear here on Friday ami Satof next week, arrived from l.os
...
.,,. urday
,
.,;
knnt..n .,. ..,
Angeles on the night train after payed for, but Tremble Is of the opinion ing a New Year's
lsit to his comthat his wife at Gallup is responsible pany.
for his nrrest
They have had more
Then Wm. Warmln'gton. th ;,M vetor less trouble. It Is supposed that eran
with West's Minstrels, and Geo.
she charged him with desertion.
Samuels arrived soon after and accidentally met at Mr. Matson's, each
coming from n different direction of
NEW YORK LIFE HARD
the world and they hud not met for
BUCKING FCR VAND1VER some five or six years, and still they
nil have been traveling continually.
Manager Alston expects to buy
Jefferson City, Mo.. Jan. ti. Stale some pi'.porty here auil he, with sevSuperintendent
of Insurance V. 1. eral eastern people, are going to open
Vandlver is not having plain sailing up an Industry in this section that will
in his stteniptR to drive the New York be very' beneficial to this community
Ufa Insurance company from the and will give employment, to over
state. His order suspending the priv- eifcht hundred men and women.
ilege of the company to do business
The nature of this lndsutry will be
has been temporarily set aside by announced in The Citizen In the early
the courts.
spring.
His political opponents ask why he
Mr. Alston Is also a great lover of
singled out the New l oik Life and Indian blankets and expects to add
made no attempt to oust the Mutual eight or ten to his already fine col"r the Equitable. Vaniliver is a dem- - lection of thirty-fiv- e
which he has in
his Indian room of his beautiful
apart meuts In New York city. This
popular munager is en route to New
York, where his new mammoth production is in preparation.
Short Notes.
Arthur P. Ainston, proprietor and
manager of "Shadows on ihe Hearth"
and "At the Old Cross Hoads" company, arrived In the city last night
and 1m stopping at, I bo Alvarado for
a few days, imm where bo will go
direct to New York city.
Win. Warmington, one of the oldest, theatrical men on- - the road, arrived this morning In advance of
West's minstrels, which plays an engagement here soon.
Geo. Samuels, who will present his
company in three successful comedies
next week, arrived in town today in
the interest of his attractions and is
stopping at the Alvarado.
Uod Waggoner, business manager of
has
Arthur C. Alston's attractions,
about completed his business here and
will leave tonight for Kl Paso, where
the company appears one night eu
v.tt. to ew Orleans.
j
w. n. VANOIVKR.
Aftermath of the Minstrels.
ocrat ttt the old school. He made no
In
Hones Mr. Interlocutor,
this
move until It was developed that tho statehood business, which do you preNew Tdrk Llfr liad contributed monfer. Joint or unjointed?
ey to the republican campaign fund.
Interlocutor Joint or, unjointed?
Then he called upon President Mc- - Y'ou mean Joint or single, don't you?
Call to resimi anil make restitution to
Hones No, sah; dah's iiothiu' single,
uw l.llllJCl y n 111. IllUllf)
t en iwi about it; we're both married.
campaign purposes.
Interlocutor Then where does the
Mr. Vandiver's failure to out
the unjointed come in?
I
other companies is explained in hid
Bones Well, you see, Governor
Office as 'pllowing a desire to
Hagerman says he is going to knock
nntil the courts decide the li::i!t of out gamblln', und if there's no gambDid discretionary
power.
Results in, ling, there will be no Joints, and if
the New York Life matter will tloubt- - there's, no joints, that's unjointed,
less oe lonoweu nv action against tne ain't it?
Mutual and the KquHable. Th-- Equita
"I May Uc Crazy, Hut I Ain't No
ble has 1l.4fi3 policy holders in the Fool," that was to have been sung by
state, with policies aggregating
Mr. Horton, was conspicuous by its
The Mutual has 18,917 pol- absence, the music having been misicy holdern in Missouri, with policies placed at a late hour.
amounting to $47.579.1144. The New
Allan Waas, author and star comeY'ork Life carries 18.H17 policies In the dian of "Fun in a Detective Agency,"
missed his vocation in life when he
state, aggregating $tiO,9t!i.tt7.
failed to become a merry burnt cork
minstrel man.
Lead and Copper.,
Some there were who didn't underNew York. Jan. fi. Lead and copper steady and unchanged.
stand the Joke about the rubbers of
M. Mandell, but, as the end man said,
"We'll leave that to Mr. Mandell."
Spelter Is Higher.
The "old maids" came in for their
St. Louis, Mo.. Jan. Ii. Spelter,
part of tho gags.
higher, $6.5ufrti.57Vi.

,s.rBf,r,,,,
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Property.

Will Buy
BIG

Alston

ftVr. L

O'Xr

,

C.

Here-Art- hur

!

due tho county, the money collected

tricts

,

TAKEN INTO CUSTODY TODAY ON
A WARRANT
NO CHARGE MEN- - i
TIONED IN MESSAGE TO CHIEF'
McMILLIN.
SOME

OUTSTANDING

Stage People

Half a Dozen

ON ADVICE FROM GALLUP!

Justo R. Arniljo, treasurer for Her
nallllo county, has completed his re
port for the quarter ending December
report is a most com- 31. UM.5

;

BUMftbi CULLEGt

$45,000

i

TRIM&LE ARRESTED

Is Collected.

much as one thoiinud actions have
Ik'cq commenced In his court for the
collection of poll tax!
The time limit for the payment of
thin tax expired some days bro and as
such date was thoroughly advertised
there la no possible excuse for any
one
one to make except the time-wor- n
that they are tillable to see why they
should be so "oppressed."
'iie poll tax Is but one dollar und
there ate no exemptions. It la thore-for- e
within the means of everyone.
Delinquents will ' learn to their sorrow that It is useless to try and doitee
paying this levy for the reason that
it. will cost, many times one hundred
cents, in many instances, after being
taken to the courts.
There is small probability but what
judgments will be secured by the municipality in all cases. This means
that every one of 'he thousand delinquents will be compelled to pay not
only the poll tax Itself, but $2.60 costs.
H thlg Is not promptly paid, an execution will be Issued and placed in
the hands of the constable. The serving if this instrument Increases the
amount from $3.50 to $3.00 and the
The constable has thirty
poll tax.
duys In which to dispose of the property liened upon and for every day
occupied In selling it, he is entitled to
$1 and the poll tax, or $31 In all. Figuring In the costs of the justice court,
the cost of the execution and the
amount due the constable in case
thirty days are required in which to
dispose of property, the one dollar
has swelled to $38.50.
There Is no dodging the payment
of this amount as the law has access
to numerous ways in forcing the collection. It should serve as a lesson
to those who try and defy the law In
this direction and remind them that
the easiest way is always the best.
Justice Craig, In speaking of the
matter, said that there Is little trouble
encountered among the single men,
they as a rule being the first to pay
this tax. "It is the, parties with families, with children in the schools and
who thereby are the ones benefited the
most, who balk at the payment of the
tax," Justice Craig remarked.

dominating note.

is his

for Tt
uews.
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grown pure chile

Special Sales Every Saturday.

Auto
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601.

121 N.
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CITIZEN AK3 GET THE KLWS
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holdlna Claim No. 6'.9.)
Department of the Interior, I'nlted
States Iind Office, Santa Ke, N. M.,
Tec. 28, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that tho fol
lowing-name- d
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
nroof In minnnrt i.f his claim Under
sections 16 and 1" of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats.. 851). as amended ny
tho act of Fcbrunry 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be maue
before the II. S Court Commissioner
at Alhquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 190fi. viz: Jesus (Jarcla.
for the Small Holding uiaim w.
In Sees. 24, 23 and 2ti, T. 7 N., n. z i-"He names the following wit ileuses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
nosseMS on nf sa d tract lor iwemj
years next preceding the survey of
the townshlnp, viz:
ttenito A mil to. nf Valencia, N. M.:
Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.: Silverlo Martlne!- of Valencia. IN. !.,
Orecorlo Apodaca. of Valencia, N. M.
Anv nerson who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and retaliations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of laat submitted by claimant.
MANUEI- - R. OTERO, Register.

GENUINE

IS

RVRfJINO C1T1ZKN.

BRITISH JACKIES PROVE IT WHEN THEY VISIT TOKYO AND ARE ROYALLY ENTERTAINED.

JANUARY

SATURDAY.

REPORT Of

CONDITION

THE

6.

1906.

Of

6fce BANK

COMMERCE
of
Albuquerque, New Mexico
.0lh, 190r
H'olidar'

of Business December

At Close

(Jnury lit,

being

1906,

i

IIABILITIIS:

RI.SOURC.IS:
.oaiib ncift I)ioount8
Real KvtAte

'

t

.

illl.-l-

from Other Banks...
Cuh on Haml .. .. ...

...

-

Capital Stock Taiil in
Surplus and fronts
DenosiU

20

21,600 00
6.000 00
70
86.359 fttt

Furniture and Fixture

Iue

O

ll.4l7.Wri

f

150.000
I

29

4H.538
1.21R.787

41

$1,417.12.-
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-
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&

,

'

7 IT

A
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7

not even required to scour the
ings.

NEW YORK
NEWS LETTEB
York, Jan.

New

fi.

There

I

ureal

distress on Riverside avenue and the
hearts of the people of New York City
no out to Mrs. Isaac G. Riee, who has

A Word

Notice is hereby given that the fol
d
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470). and that said proof will be made
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerqtie, N. M., on the 7th day
of February. 190(1, viz: Juan Apodaca,
for the lot 1, sees, i'3 and 24, and lot

From Josh Wise.

Th' reason most people
can't make both cnus
meet Is th't they kep e,o
both headed in dfrunt
directions.

g

.

ond

.T

greater
has a whistle and that whistle

ironi a nuie uay s worn, inrj nuui
salt into moribund arteries anu me
.akesa breath or two more of
of
life. Hut Mr. Sage has suffered no
avers.
almost,
she
wliistle.-has
1ntse
hypodermic injection. Me nas simpiy
made Mrs. Kice crazy, anil ner neinii-bor- s suffered nimiey making under high
also tear aberration of theirwhis-rle- s pressure and out he conies to enjoy
of these
The toot-too- t
of a few more millions
goes on all through the night, the making
before he leaves the scene for good.
at
that
tantalizing
times
tt
so
Is
and
Why couldn't Mr. Sage and his kinMrs. Rice has to Just sit down and
dred soul Mrs. Het'y Green be inin
toots
thousand
Three
wint them.
duced to i?ive a dialogue describing
on
record,
while
common
is
a
a nls'at
the delights of taking in money and
were
counted.
7.niM
night
toots
one
What thrills oi Joy must
en they
ing in and staying
that Sage ex- is a 8ud- - In. iptHhvnerBa"toyidea
hundreds of them, as there
In taking in the
..-- .
mt,o it '
j "
while Mrs. Oreen de.ights more
ve"; M
S it.
lu

iranTaigMrd ,h;rln

C. RAI.nRine.K

Fremont Still dooming.
Till? wi.oden Indicin
iu front of
Youngnian's cigar store has Piade his
appearance in a new suit of winter
dothe. and appears ; bright and
fresh as ever. Spleher. the sig'i pa'nt
er, did a good Job m tii" rid'Viu.
Fremont. (O.) News.

tlent

MS

a--

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townshlnp, viz:
nenlto Armljo, of Valencia, N. M
Jesus Garcia, at Valencia, N. M.; Ca- nuto Apodaca. of Valencia, N. M.;
Tomas Martinez, of Valencia, N."M.
Any nerson who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross
examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL, R. OTERO, Register.

The fact that Bob Fiizsimm us, who
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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General Contractor
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hold-over-

190J
1904
19"5
1906

1896

The "Franciscan"
Cordial Bitters

.'

i

Elks Theatre
SPECIA- L- TWO GUARANTEED PLAYS

ARTHUR C AISTON COMPANY
Friday

Sat way

Jan. 12

Jan,

5

JOHNSON

Ru-ee-

09
709.286 20
862.729 42
1.000.882 On
K3.33S 31
1.218, 787119

1902

Having ample resources, conservative management, and a representative board of directors, and
iiemg equipped In unexcelled facilities for the transaction of the various branches of legitimate banking, THE BANK OF COMMERCE solicits the accounts of corporations, firms and individuals, as well as
out of town banks, promising the utmost liberality of treatment consistent
with prudential business
methods. Correspondence Is Invited.

mixi..
i"""
passed through Albuquerque Wednes
RIFLES . . . from $2 2 to $150.00
day morning, lost tue championship
(Small Holding Claim No. 323.)
60.00
to
60
2
.
.
.
from
PISTOLS
one week and his soubret wife the Department of the Interior, United
from 7.80 to 85.00
SHOTGUNS.
Hint,
re
next, is convincing proof that he can't
u
AkyiurclflCTnm1lMlstSrna
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M.
Iflutet.
on out tximiUr nvk. iritraud tata:
be unlucky always.
January 3, 1906.
Milled
direct, rarwif. rkargrt .ilit t" he It. uun
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
to
,n in
t
r,rit, mm retell ofif.f
"Remember, 'it Is more blessed to lowing named claimant has filed no.
enter pouitfe.
ctaloprke.
will be.
give than to receive,'" said tne Stand- tlce of bis intention to make final
Aluminum
IHncr
Our Mtrartlve
Uto
tent nvwheie for to tent in fct.im.
ard Oil magnate.
proof in support of his claim under
TOOL CO.,
Noticing TomLawson passing ct sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
J. STEVENS ARMS AND
w,hh;Us!l8RhlcerhaOn0dd
we
P. O. Do 4096
moment,
"Give
that
cried
loudlv:
he
that of all me creatures on this
)3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Chlcopse Falls, Mass ., U.S. A.
"I1 "
"'vc
'c.rtl, ohA hau ..ln.iiOM ii terrlor tn en- - it U him! Give it to him!"
"r.
iy tne act or February zi, i93, (z
and dow
Police Commisioner McAdoo
470), and that said proof wh
for life.
Imitating the managers of Saran Stats..
asked him to remedy the matter.
be made before the United
State
What to do the poor man was at a VITAL ADVANTAGE IN
Bernhardt' farewell tour, the mana- court
A. D.
commissioner at San Rafel, N
ger
loss to say. A whistle Is a very usecomedy
booked
of
had
the
musical
MOTORMEN.
9, 1906, viz.: Dona
LANKY
February
on
M..
way,
and frequently
ful thing .In its
his company for a performance
in
lino, for the 1 and 2, section 20
A tall, lanky motorman is altogethprevents
a colllssion, nd with it
the dining room of the palatial ho- ciano
Is
lot 3, sections 17 and 20; lot 4. sec
er
clear
Indeed,
that
It
the
best.
pilots tell each other which side to
tel.
tlon 17; lot 5, sections 8 and 9, town
he made that way. Mo- fteer without having to wait UI,til they shculd
"I tell you, it's no use," protested
t .irmo.
,,f nsieh nthe And lorman vv eicn, ior instance, is tan the stage manager. "The chorus will thip 10 north, range 7 west.
th
He names the following witnesses
r'ni,ie t, i,hs iiisimrtlons bv word and lank, and as he was cruising never appear there."
to prove his lactiia". continuous ad
House moving, well making, water
of mouth. It U necessary, of course, fia"y a'"8 with his trolly car he saw
"I don't see why not,'1 said the man- verse possession of said tract for
a ager. "Sarah Iiernhardt Intends to
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind;
for River.IJe people to sleep at times.1 a bo' sitting on the track sucking
twenty years next preceding the sur
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
and pei haps If they did net make llck of candy. The power was turn-- t play in the dining room of the Palm vey of the township,
viz:
hem-elv.ff instantly and the brake applied, Deach hotel, and If a great artist like
so exceedingly wide awake ei1
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N Ranch deep well supplies.
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steadily
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be
he
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boy
to
sure
the
and
toward
a.de to take a good sound nap or two
why tte people In my company won't." Uani.sia Haca,
of Cubero, N. M.; Juan
un;e 12,479
occasionally.
persons crushed, candy and all. Then it was
"Yes, yes," impatiently
answered
Lead Avenue and First Street.
Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
play,
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came
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manager. "Hut think of the D. Any
are going to lay the matter before the lat'
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stass
protest
person
who
to
desires
Jack-anClinging
them,
like
a
with
bent
law department of the custom house
sad memories it wculd awaken."
against the allowance of said proof
pray that bodv to give them k,life ,,,aup. he clunS with them to
or who knows of any substantial rea Automatic
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Colorado
l,oar'1
M"ng
himself
anJ
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All About the Water Wagon.
sound, refreshing slumbers.
Red 131.
down head first he reached out his
,
The water wagon executive commit- son under the laws and regulations o
why such
long arms and with lit.-- ready nands tee has elected Rob Fitzslmmons a the Interior department,
ANDREW CARNEGIE IS
Mr. proof should not be allowed, will be
DAILY WAKED BY MUSIC. lie scooped that candy sucking boy life member of the association.
given an opportunity at the above
Not so far from Riverside Drive a justI as easy. What would a short, Fitzslmmons Is 'considered eligible, mentioned time and place to cross
good man, who has done some good fat motorman have done in such a sinre he has lost his punch.
And the little boy went on
The committee is also preparing a examine the witnesses of said claim
in his clay and generation, is sleeping case?
sucking
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and
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store
(Small Holding Claim No. CGI.)
just no time at all. And Mr. Carne- - mat in mt-'- Is tl"'ri' b' ,h? decision loafing place that they his
stop
it; Department of the Interior, United
gie just lies still and listens. While f lh b"'1)' properly qualified to judge also the spitting on the must
floor must be
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Mr. Rice, on Riverside Drive, would auJ device the result otriclally. To stopped. Business Is business, and it
Dec. 28, 1905.
plug, her ears, Carnegie opens all the hav ,he forms of law followed and is detrimental to business to have
decision made in accordance
Notice is hereby given that the follouorcR of his oul and take In the en- - ,h
loafers around. Yours truly, T. C wing-named
AGAINST OliOTOf B5o rut STOMACH BlOHtYSo BLADOER
claimant has filed notranclnc strains until he eets thor- - therewith removes the city from dis- - Mike. Cygnet,
(O.) Review.
cf
Sht1AJA
3fnfi9ran
tice of his intention to make final
oughly awake and tuned up for the l"18 t"al ntlghl arise in case it
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would profit any one to question the
4a. And Andrew Carnegie awake is a'ithority
"Has your cook quit?" asked Mrs, proof in support of his claim under
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DISTRIBUTING
AGENTS
of
act
In
head
March
of
the
sections
aud
a steam engine of many thousands of
quo warranto proceedings another au- Necksiloar.
boitie-powe"Quit! My dear, please don't use 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
thoritative decision will be reached, that word wnen
you speak of her," the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
and whether Mr. McClelian goes out replied Mrs. Cashlngton.
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"She has before
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
the U. S. Court Commissioner
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stay.
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claim
to
quickly
The Santa Fe Central train, due on
highways to those that swls.li through
Mauuzine on Home Ilulldini! Is an
OLD TIMER.
Wednesday afternoon at 4:30 o'clock T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
the subway, not forgetting those
He names the following witnesses extra largo number, profusely illusdid not arrive at Santa Fe until Thurs
which fret the upper air. That is
prove his actual continuous adverse trated with some most attractive,
r
to
rea-foday forenoon
t 10 o'clock. . The
NOTICE TO AUVERTlSEkS
tiandy. If one wants to know anypriced homes with floor
the delay was the cold weather, possession of said tract for twenty moderate
thing about a car or car line, all he
plans and full descriptions
shown.
the water in the boiler of the engine years next preceding the survey of The leading
has to do is to go down to see Mr.
article opens with a deIt is evident that the Needles Eyo, having frozen and the fire having been the township, vie
Helmont, or If he has a complaint to during
scription
u
of Ias Angeles house, fol
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N.
the past year, has been im I'ui uui uy vice com. as it ilhik cjuho
make all he has to do Is to pour Into posed upon
lowed by special articles on winter
by "free" advertisers, and a while to get
In the en M.; Francisco Torres, of Tome, is. M.;o window gardens, some typical modern
water
the
the ready ear of Mr. Helmont, which on
January 1 the paper published the gine heated, the train was necessarily Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.;
will work nine hours a day, no matter following,
tnnnteiB.
AmertcHii hnrmK a hunt
Gallegos, of Tome. N. M.
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other
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Minn. $1.50 per year.
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j MOST ANYTHING

soar than Russell Sage dusted himself
off and appeared in Wall street once
more nfter many months' absence, apparently as alive as ever and certainly
capable of taking in the varying rates

J. Johnson.
Aiuntant Cashier
M. Ri.ackwem

lfl"0

AnJncrease in Deposits from
to Date of 812 per cent
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The old Are Is in the old flint after
all. Money rates no sooner began to
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ENGLISH SAUA)HS PROVING THEY ARK
hi Japanese waters and look part in a
I .melon
the British China squadron appeared receV.on.
Jau
The friendly Japanes.- .nt a
a splendid
grind Vovally Tokyo Hay the men of the fleet met withnumerous.
The above photograph hIiov . tl at. even the
of their popularity were
evidences
and
daintrrt-presentates of the fair sex were not backward in conforming to the spint of the orenmnn.
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Seats on Sale at Matson t. Thursday. Jan. lltb at 9 O'Coek
CAR LOAD SCNRY
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The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

t 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whhkies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB
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Melini & Eakin

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
For the reason that we can guarantee

Debber Optical Co.
115 GOLD AVE.
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tWfciSr

Member of Board of Optometrr
Examiners.
.
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THE PINNACLE OF HUMAN SKILL
has been reached in our carriages,
buggies and spring wagons. The only
wa ythey can ever be better U to
raise the pinnacle elevate the standard and even then our vehicles will
be found at the top. They're not o
high In prices, though, as to be out
of the reach of most vehicle users
Let us quote you figures.

Iler-nard-

c

all glasses prescribed by at.

a
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Hrono
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ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
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W. L. 1K1MBLE & CO.
LIVERY, 8 ALB FEED AND TRANS
FER 8TABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ci

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacoo, and
changes
all kinds of Fresh Meat
BEST TURNOUTS IV THE CITY
Corner of WashSecond s'reet, between Railroad and 300 North Broadway,
M.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUEJtTJE.N.
Coppr avenues.

N. PEACH & CO.
in Brooklyn they are saying that
Sheckard Is a trouble maker. Strange
RaTAL ESTATE DEALERS
how a player's faults are magnified in
"phone,
Offloe,
his liome town when he is tradeu or Automatic
West
Gold Areoue.
released.
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We desire to thank all our friends
iiird to make oiii first annual
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RAIIvROAD TOPICS
burled freight tra'ns with dead engines. The wind is blowing a terrific
gale, filling the air with fine snow,
which fills in the wake of the snow
plows within a few minute after they
pass. Several work trains with plows
and ropes are working heroically to
disengage the snowbound trains, and
to open the cuts, but with little success. Little progress has been made,
and until the wind stops blowing, the
trains of the Hock Island will continue to use the Santa Fe tracks
French and El Paso.
Five Rock Island trains passed
fhrouRh this place last night and today, and more are expected this evening. To reach the Santa Fe at
French, the trains use lite Dawson
road, leaving the Rock Island at
In some Instances the Santa
Fe is furnishing motive power and
train crews, and in others, the Rock
Island engines and train crews continue with the trains, the Santa Fe
furnishing only a pilot.

with the
S. A. McCoy. connt-cU'UKint'crlng corps of the Santa Ko, on
,
was in the city hint
the Bt;l-the
nlKUt from that place to attend
home
He returned
Hlks' minstrels.
cut-off-

oarlv tnis morning.
A

I

ii

mini conductor tell the
A little girl was being put to

bed in the ar. and her mamma requested her to say her prayers. She
replied: "Oh, what's the use bothering about God tonight? The engineer
will take care f us all right, won't
he?"

'A

Charles K. I'ugh and fainily, of
Philadelphia, passed through the city
last night in Mr. Push's private car,
No. ISO, eh route to the Grand Canyon
and California. Mr. I'ugh Is second
Pennsylvania
vlee president of the
llni's, with headquarters in Philadelphia.

00m

Mean, superintendent of motive jHiwer for the Santa Fe coast
HEAVY LOSSES OF SHEEP
lines, is in the city from Los
having arrived yesterday. He
FROM RECENT SNOW STORMS
is accompanied by his private secretary, S. H. Smith, both of whom have
a largo list of friends In Albuquer- SHEEP IN LINCOLN AND GUADAque. They will remain several days
LUPE COUNTIES SNOWBOUND-A- RE
transacting business.
BEING FED ON BRUSH-SH- EEP
MEN TRYING TO MOVE
A luxury the Rock Island has enFLOCKS SOUTH.
gaged in since the snow blockade
closed up traffic near Kpris a week
Letters received by Ir. Louis Mcts-ker- ,
I..

S.

ago i the free boarding of the passengers on soma, of the snowbound
trains. One trnin which had been out
of Chicago for'a week, was the guest
of the Rock Island at the Alvarado
this morning. This train carried 24
people. The way those people put
away Fred Harvey's good breakfasts
testified to the fact that they were
hungry.

connected wilh the government
agricultural department, from Alamo-gordand other places, announce that
there will In all probability be a heavy
loss of sheep In that portion of the
country.
A letter received yesterday by the
doctor, dated January 2, slates that
there is twelve inches of snow on the
level at Corona, and that the drifts
In places are threo
and four feet
deep, and that on the morning that
the letter was written there were
three Inches of snow at AlamoKordo.
Advices from Pastura, in Ixonard
Wood county, state that the sheep In
that part of the county, and extending: south as far as Carrizozo, in Lincoln, county, are snowbound, and that
the losses will be very heavy.
"Sheep men In the country lying;
between Pastura und Carrlzozo," said
Dr. iletsker. "are cuttlnK. brush, cedar and pine, en which .to feed their
sheep, the snow .having covered the
ground to such a depth that It is Impossible for thf sheep to burrow
through It and reach the grass. The
sheep men are making every effort to
move their sheep south, but the drifts
are so deep and they are so completely snowbound that it Is almost
impossible to get the sheep through,
and the chances are that they will
be unable to do so until the weather
moderates."
The usual proceedingfor getting
the sheep through the hnowtls to cut
alot of brush, chain it together,
hitch horses to it, and the drivers
mounting on top of the brush, struggle through the snow drifts, letting the
sheep, follow after them as best they
can.
However the drifts ' in Leonard
Wood and Lincoln counties are so deep
that this method has proven Inadequate, and as a result .there will be
heavy lossrs by the Bheep men In that
part of the country.
If Is now thought that the severest
part of the winter is over and that
there will be little If any more snow
later In the season, and as a result
the sheep men are feeling a little hot- ter than they have for some days past,
but the losses already incurred will
run up into the thousands.
o

King Bound Over.
Machinist J. I . King, charged, with
putting emery in the eccentric cups
of a passenger engine, had a hearing
yesterday before Justice Otero at Las
Vegas, Judge E. V. Long appearing
In his behalf. King was bound over
to the grand Jury under a bond of
"$3,000. ' '
Machinist. A. J. Bowman, Machln- Mst Helper Wortke and Clarence Perry
testified. The mcst of the evidence
wjs that Kinj had lie'ii seen with the
emery lii Ijis posefsion before going
to look ver the engine, and immediately afier he came away the engine
was examined and the emery was
found in the nips. The defense put
in no evidence.

C0PLAD
K. I..

a
APPOINTED

SECRETARY

C'opeland, of Topeku, Kan., has
treas-

ben appointed secretary and

urer

of the Atcnison, Topeka & Santa

Railroad company,' to succeed Edwho died at Topeka two
ward Wild-.Tweeks ngo. .Mr. Copeland was Mr.
Wilder" sccrctaiy for almost eight
years, and during the bitter's Illness
acted as secretary and treasurer. Mr.
Copelaml's Hrsi official act after his
appointment was to appoint A. I).
Cray to be his successor as ctahler
of the rompany. Mr. Cray was formerly assistant cashier.
Mr Cope-land- ,
in an interview, stated that all
other officials in th, treasury department would be retained in' their
old positions,
KV

-

.

ROCK ISLAND

TPINS

BURIED IN

S0W

GALE

CUTS
FILLS TWENTY-FOOSNOW
IS
BEFORE
PLOW
SCARCELY
PAST
BLOCKADE
Charles Roy, the Indian pitcher, will
MAY LAST SEVERAL DAYS.
not play base ball for two years, as he
has decided to remain at Carlisle for
Tlie iiiilleiitlons are tliiit the Hoclt
period of time. Wise red man.
Island will le tied up several days that
hy a snow Jdoekade. Conductor .1. S
O'Sheil, on Koek Island train No. 29,
which arrived nere from the north at
7 o'clock and lert for the south thirty
minutes later, after the passengers
had heon, fed at the
and i rain rn
Alvarado. tald that the Rock Island
offleI.ilH hud lieen prepared for most
any kind of tin einorjjeney, hut they
were v enuu! to that which has
come to piss
Is
The situation
really critical. The trouble, exists be
tween (Jillin.'s iiiel K'r!s Cuts twenty feet ,ri.p are filled level with snow,
and in this snow In several places are
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BAIINO. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
CAKES A SPEClALTf
We desire patronise acd we gufc'-antefirst clasa baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

and tfaauea

Regulator

LA NT A
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PROPOSITION

A

307 West Railroad
Beth

Avenue.
Oai or Night

'Phones.

Established In

Oo.9

You; land, worth $2 an acre, It, by

1882

for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
Pumping Machinery." and tell about
yo-irequirement. We can help you.

F. G. RRATT & CO.

r

The

liendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co. J
I62M639 Seventeenth Mreet. DENVER, COLORADO g

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

HUlsboro creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Order Solicited.
Free Delivery.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

'

214 South Second Street.

CLAIM VLLE PRODUCE CO

General Building Sopplies

HAY. GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

J.

B. MacMANUS,

South First Street

602

SCREEN DOORS

i

Mgr.

Both Phones

Both Phones

A. E. WALKER.
fIRE

Third and Marquette
'

v
i

'

BAIN

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Aasocla
tion. Office at .1. C Haldrldge Lam
ber yard.

TOT I A QRADI
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigar. Dace your orders for
thlsline with .
NORTH THIRD STREET.
7

REAL

DIVIDEND

DECLARED
AND WAGES RAISED.
Clevielaud, O,. Jan. (!. The dividend
declared by the Cleveland Electric

are eauMd by Indigestion. If you att
little too much, or if you are aubjact to
attacks of Indigestion, you have do doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beat,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion cause the atomach ta
(well, and puff up against th
expand
heart Thi crowd the heart and Interfere with it action, and in th course el
time the heart become diaed.

'

I

'

lwft
Vi

ESTATE

-"

&zrttfm
i

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL
afrsgjaa

,

Albuquerque,'

TO PATIENCE
and money, end the unskilled plumber
who rharees exorbitantly for indifferent or absolutely worthless work will
soon find out. We leave It to your
sond Judgment If it rant wisest to
patronize us, well known for furnish-hii- ;
first-clasniaterias, and doing
honest, skillful work.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
s

The Standard Heating &

Plumbing Company
Auto. Phone 671.

Pottcrf icld & Co.
HOW.

Aftar Milne, mrfood wouM djitrew me by attUn
r haart palpitate end I would become very wwa.
UnaJljr I got e bottle ol Kodol and It
? me
Attar ulnf afaw bottlei I am cured.
MRS. LORUta NICHOLS, Pi no Yen, N. Y.

LOANS.

N. M,

THERE'S AN END

AND

We Have a.
Snap for tome
one with a
little money
to invest.

digest what you eat, take th (train off
of th heart, and contribute nourUnment,
strength and health to every organ of th
body. Cure Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucou
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract Nervou Dy pepia and Catarrh
of th Stomach.

WAGONS

mr' ''J-''- '
,

LOANS

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

!

the use of one of our irrigation plants,
made worth 100 per acre. Write us

LSole agents for Casino Canned Oooda
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
v
Jogging
boden's Granite Flour.

5

Eslavio Vigil, former schooll commissioner, for Bernalillo county, yesterday turned over to A. H. St roup,
the present
incumbent. the type
writer which he removed with him
up
giving
after
the office In the court
house.

0

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.

d

0

"cp0?3"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

WEDDING

CHRISTIANITY SPREADS
AI Kaufman, whose easy
THROUGH HEATHEN LAND. along the heavyweight highway was
New York. .Ian. 8. The Itev. E. E. sadly Jolted by Jack O'Brien, will meet
Strong, secretary of the American John Willie, the Chicago heavyweight,
Hoard of Foreign .Missions, has given In a twenty-rounbout before the
out his annual rewrt for the year Colma Athletic club, San Fraucisco,
19u.r), which contains some Interesting
on February 2. Billy Delaney has not
ugures. ir. snows tnat there are List faith in Kaufman, on the theory
ti.iKi3 men and 5,154 women missionthat one defeat does not make a
aries, H3,28fi native laborers ami 1,325,-S4communicants at the 2),tUl stations and
May Live 100 Yeara.
This is an increase in the last year of 103,732
The chances for living a full cen
communicants.
There are 901,112 tury are excellent In (he case
persons under instruction. The total Jennie Duncan of Haynesvllle,of Mrs.
Me.
income of all societies In the United now 70 years old. Sho writes; "ElecStates, 'Canada, Great Britain and tric Bitters cured my or chronic dyContinental Europe Is $15,151,368; of spepsia of 20 years' standing, and
those In the United States alone,
made me feel as well and strong as a
The secretary says In his re- young girl."
Electric Bitters cure
port that J he promise made last year Stomach and Liver Diseases, Blood
by the Turkish government that it disorders, General Debility and bodily
would give the American 'educational weakness. Sold on a guarantee at all
ami religions institutions
the same druggists. Price only 50o.
privileges that have been granted to
o
Sutscribe for The Citizen and get
those controlled by Europeans, has
not been fulfilled, and that the norte the news.
has declined also to fulfill the stipulations made. "It is not to bo supposed," says Secretary Strong, "that
our government will fall to insist upon the fulfillment of these stipulations,
which are essential to the maintenance
of the institutions of the American
board already established In the Turkish empire."

Hallway company, amounting to $58,-50was payable yesterday. The company Is prosperous, and not only
profit
the stockholders
by
the
fact, but also the employes, who share
In the profits by receiving an increase
In their wages. The increase for the
more than 2.000 motormen and conductors of the company amounts to
about. 1 per cent per hour.
The Increase in fne wages of the employes
was decided upon by the Hoard of Directors recently, after they had Increased the regular dividend from 4
to 5 per cent. The action of the company in raising the kngeg of their employes was entirely voluntary. There
had been no request by the men for
higher kage and they were apparently
satisfied with what they were paid.
The increase becomes effective with
the first day of this month.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our ai
ready well equipped laundcry
machine wUh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If othr laundries shrink tbem. bring tbem to u
and we will straighten tbem out for you.

PIONCER BAKERY

y aa a niaaaajt
and is
K)t)ung, and moat enVncioua
Ail drugxuia.
One book
' xnt free on raqnaat.

Brmtifi&L

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

SIMON

i

a
hn.ruciii.
ri
Motherhood

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

ImpniniKd aari ftraJimedi aa they haa been
by ihe drea ol nyr higher civiliiation, mat
SiNWI
vHtIxiui itt'ue tuftetine, end poMinlr
laatintjt herm. iiw ii.u.u.itu lor which the Creator hitentiad t n
Mother's Kncnq s fts ftlncMv office softens
ud rt!aaea th f ne and enables lha mothei
o b, to paaa I' gh the parturieni penod
and actual nu; i;h praLticaliy no suffering
to herself and an txy dellTery ol her offspring.

,
the scoffers uttered the merry
th; had done duty on various similar
occasions with other Wiamplons. Tne
veteran Delaney thought to draw Jeff
out-o- f
his retirement, but failed. Now
Jack O'Hrien has made a fizzle of Inducing the big fellow to enter the ring
again. Jeff is out and for nil time,!
so preparations might as well be made'
to let O'Hrien. Hart. Knhlin and the,
rest of the aspirant a flglit it om and,
pass the crown to the winner.

s

LOANS

Automatic phon

FRIEND

beadeviM

isay

-.-k-

FIRE tNSURANCE. RRAI. E9TATE

MOTHER'S

baa

-

xxxxxxxixxxtrxxxxxxzxxxxxx
RANKIN & CO.

lr

thi

Firmer .lame .1 Jeffries has a wh.
of saying things and sticking to thetn
that is refreshing, When he declared
that he had retired from the ring,

and Marquette.
(V

C. GRANNIS,
H
Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. H
Day and Night Hack.
S
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico. H

Nature, il lett alone, will curt for iMtlf;
thia might have hrcn mi at an me
ft
agea H h
alma, but
not htm IHt
aJona, but Has been b utid don and frtttrvj
bf Oirobaervanca an J mandates of aociaty, tt
an
cut itaeit.
anptu! tt u
At ho time doea the truth of
mora itrovlv
that period of a woman's
!,
!a about toberom a mother.
Ufa when
Nafara trim to abated at this cnaia, aad
fa this wv coitt.nf rnc

lonr

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

STABLE

Corner Second

Now thai Mike
elley
ha gotten
control of the Minneapolis itanchlso
In
the American association, his
friends, and they sre legion, will watch
his efforts to gather together n winning team. Kclley Is an inspiring
leader, and his clean methods on the
diamond have made him deservedly
popular with fans around the circuit.
Fred Tarul and Harry Lewis, ai
one time favorite jockeys on the American turf, but who were finally sidetracked by owneis for, younirer
have been riding In England and
Austria for the past five years, where
they are regarded as b ailing jockeys,
especially ut Vienna.
Last season
Taral headed the list or American
;s
winners, with
in,i,is .mi of
mounts.

SSfitfffi

1

Wholesale Grocers

XXXTSXXXXTSXXX IXXXXXXXXXXX
h LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND

field.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Kinds of Froh and Sail Mts.
8team Sauiage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Kyilllng, North Third Street

fthakeup In the outfield, though Kecler
will remain at his old siatioH In right

n sieat success.
Although the sale was a greater succesg than we
anticipated, our warehouse is still full of new and original designs
ia nobby furniture and we will continue to sell you high grade goods
isninKJou
jus: a little theaper than you ran buy them eisewnere.
a happy and prosperous New Year, we are yours to serve,

MS?7

Meat Market
All

An entirely new infield is promised
New York fans by Clark Griffith of
the Americans. There wl'l also be a

... SALE.

PAGE SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

...BREVITIES

INVENTORY HOLIDAY

J- - Om

CITIZEN.

SPORTING...

conerlb--

who

EVENING

eaawaaaaeaaaaaeKHBiaHBBaaanarnaaaBai

...OUR.,,

Gold Ave.

NOTARY

Bell, Red 284.

PUBLIC.

B. A. SLEYSTER

I had ttomaeti troublt and wu hi e bad ttafe as
Indigestion Overcome.
tad heart trouble with it. i took Ksdol Dyepepale
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
Dure lor about lour mocohl end II cured ma.
Indigestion is easily overcome by the
PUBLIC.
KAUBLR. Nevada, O.
b
use of Kdol Dyspepsia Cure, because
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
this remedy digests what you eat and
Automatic Telephone. 174.
gives the stomacn a rest allows it to Ditfests
COCOCOCOCOC)CCIOCOCXXOX)CO
recuperate and grow strong again IXUat Wuu
tt.0m4 at k
i
ka.
Kodol relieves Indigestion, Belching of Um. a. BMk
a. ta.
.1 1.OJU1
WE GIVE
M .n Km.
Gas, Sour Stomach, Heart-Burn- ,
etc.,
In mill
You best satisfaction
and enables the digestive organs to
For sale by all druggists.
work.
transform all foods Into the kind of
ASK FOR THE 1906 KODOL AL
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL
rich red blood that makes health and MANAC AND
CALEN
strength. Sold by all druggists.
OOOOOCXDCX30C)OOOOOCXDOOOOOO
DAR.

What You Eat
rr

1

Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry
is not as good us a prescription from your doctor, but It
prepared
with as inneh care, mid is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cougli
Syrup we know of.
1

The Williams Dttig Co.
WEST

117

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Both 'Phone.

igagiaw

O

XSa

O

C2T

9

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

CATARRH,

l Located on the Belcn

eTiTfW.,

Cut-o- ff

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,
ITnnQae

Ve

"'i

P!itTT

of The Atchison. Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway

leading east and west from Chicago,
of the Santa Fe system
at the junction of the Main Line
a
:
T
ar
i.
ttii
eatt lo oau r rauuiauu, una xa.ueiea, nil rasu auuj Kjiaj iviexico

a
floltTncfrv.
woivrowu auu points

t--i

1

1

:

t-

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite
Ot 1,000 business and resideuce lots, size 26x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and 70 foot streets, with alley V) feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; public
.thool bouse. eol
Ing $16,000; cburcbe, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile
establishments in New Mxiro; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels daily; larg winery; tare hotel,
Reren Is the largest shipping point for wool, Hour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in On ral New Mexic o. Its liDportanf. as a ureat commercial railroad city tq the
restanrants. et
ntsr future cannot be estimated

1

ALL

Ibe

EXPRESS MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation
offered are
coa! and wood yard dm atore barnes
shop etc , etc. Also a first-clasmodern hotel.

ELY'S CREAM BALM
Specific,
This Remedy I
Sure to Clv Satisfaction.

PAST LIMITED

lot

In

no .auit or jirivH',.

MAIN LINE THROUGH

We need a

nrt-c!ns- s

bakery.

TO BELEN.

tl!or sop,
--

EAST AND WEST NORTH
shoe house, jew eler.

plnmb'ni

AND SOUTH.
ehop. planing mill,

s

I

CIVBS RCLIKP AT ONCf.
hnabt. and liroti'ts the
It cures Catarrh au-- l
a Cold, la tbo Head (juickly.
ilrit' away
Uostorwi tile SfUJ of Taste and Bmxll.
to ne. Coutaina no injurious dmtr.
Atiplied Into the nostrils and absorbed.
Larue Kiz, W cent at PrungisU or by
.
tuail 1 Trial Size, 10 cent by mail.
Ysrk.
ELY BROTHERS, 68 Wtrrm St, N

) ;

GO OVER THE

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DFEDS
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Tt ..lAtnuM. ajmthflfl.
meuibrene.
diseast--

PA

JOHN BACKER, President
dr"""ii

itffl' cvnusr

WM, M. BERQER, Secretary
szrsas-

-

HI

ALHUOUEliOUE

PACE EIGHT.

ooocoooooo ooooooooo

CITIZEN

KVKNIMG

SALE

Important point, in slices Is fit. He chops ever so Rood,
they are weak if they lack this essential feature. Fit will atone for
other lapses in shoe making. lut perfection in all the other parta
will not redeem a bad fit. A bad fit is either an eye sore or a dismrher of the peace. If it does not hurt it iooks oau.
excepOur shoes are fitters, perfect in this respect, without any
tion. You will notice this the instant you put your foot In one of
iheni.

Shoes,

$1.65 to $4.00

from

mln-strels-

25 Boys Overcoats, Special, $3.90

oooocoooooood
worth yoi'.r
in pure foods is well
thoughtful attention mince meat, o
course, the pure kind; relishes, condiments, flour, sugar, coffee, tea,
spices all the staples and all the
you can think of, many you may
not call to mind. Our goods, our service, our prices are right In line with
those of the best grocers In the land.
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
,

es

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

00OttOOttO0000000

BOYS SUIT IN THE STORE

Lumber,
First and Marquette,
,

-

tr

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Having purchased the stock and good will of Mr. H. E. Fox
solicit your patronage.
We shall offer for sale for delivery February I, two black walnut
wall cases and some up to date show cases, to make room for our
in the above business,, wo respectfully

Call at the store and Inspect them.

th

m

DIAMONDS!

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES

AT LOW

A

PRICES

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
AVENUE.

0X0000000 O000900000
BURGLARS We have received the sole agency for the new Burglar
Patented Alarm. Can be adjusted by anybody to any door or window fci
ten secosds. Rings, and continues to ring whenever e. door or window is
opened, even a half Inch. The price of this alarm everywhere is J. Call
and see it. A good canvasser wanted.

EVER ITT

JEWELER.
RAILROAD

90c

113-115-1-

a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and 1 will sell them cheap rather Mian ship
hem to an eastern wholesale market

LEADING

50c

R. Avenue Clotlrer

r

tm

WHITNEY COMPANY!

l have

114 WEST RAILROAD

45c

t

South Second Street

oooooooo

45 c

"THE WORLD'S

Mr, H. E. Fox.

The Arch Front

SPECIAL

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
to

SPECIAL

SIMON STERN, The R.

e

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.
Successor

SPECIAL

Any garment boys underwear,

'

LUMBER

SPECIAL

$1.00 BOYS NIGHT SHIRTS 45c EACH

.Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

prices of 20 to 25 per cent has been made

reduction

OUR NEW YEAR'S OFFERNG

lux-iirl-

d

$7 tO 9, each Green Tagged $3.90

oooooooKootototootototoooo

new furnishings.

Qothing-Ftfgnishia-

.i

Women's Shoes, from. .. .$1.35 to $4 00
Shoes for Boys nd Girls. .$1.00 to $2.50

o

Boys

j

Men'

FOR YEARS

WILL TALK

Great
Clearance during which every article
lines are
tised must be sold Wise buyers
primed and ready for
Every stock that contributes to this great
been seen here. We
suchan onslaught of buyers, as has never
anticipate tremendiou3 response, because we KNOW the values are not
pay or the values
to
approached elsewhere, either the prices
an entire
you get. You
laying
quickly see the advantage
your
supply

-

Tin- - most

1006.

GREEN TAG SALE OF

i

Shoes Fit

6.

fire limits and replace them with in
sulaUd wires, or make different ar
ABOUT
TO COME.
YOU
A
rangements that would rot Interfere
with the work of the fire department.
It Is understood that this will be done
within the next three month. sm fas'
as tne electric light company enn get
to It.
Rev. Father Mandeliiri entertained
WEATHER INDICATIONS.'
his church choir last evening ' St.:
musical pro-gs
Partly cloudy and warmer tonight. Mary s half. A very fine
gr.mi was given Hiid dainty refreshSunday, partly cloudy.
peo-- l
young
ments were served. The
In dancing
pie enjoved ihemsnlves
In winter the Ice man hollei J
In all,1
Twenty-livmidnight.
until
$$
Ilecause the roal man (jets the
Semi-Annu- al
adverA
attended.
way
Hut In summer It is iust the other
a"Hinkett.
Auione
Mis.
Mr.
and
limited.
And to us It's not so funny
will be early. Some
cempaiiietl by their daughter. Nil;
One or the other Rets our $$$!
night
last
city
In
the
Maud,
arrived
event, is
And the consumer Is the one that has
from (Juincy, 111., find will remain In
to pay.
before
the cltv a few days, the gues of'
n(ld T. 1. fUnkeit,.
Charles l Easley, attorney at Santa their sons. .1. V.
for the Traction
Fe. Ih In the city on a business mis who are conductors
company.
you
be
sion.
in
H. Homer .Jennings and C S. JenUnited States Marshal C. M. Fora-Ue- r
of!
men
mining
of
in
will
prominent
on ofllclal nines.
Is down at Deming
Iti ldgeport, Conn., who own mines In
business.
for
boy.
the vlcinitv of Pr scoff. Ariz., are,
T. Y. Maynard, the Jeweler, return- spending the day in the city. The
trip
ed this morning from a burliness
Jennings are old friends or the late
to San Martial.
Frank Hunter of Denver, rather of
Mrs .1. rtenner and children have Mrs. George K. N'eher of this cliy.
gone to Bisbee, Ariz., for a month's
Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Pearce gave a'
visit with Mr. Henntr.
party at the Elks' minstrels last
box
Da- Wnrt Zweicer ami M. Emory'
night, to Colonel and Mrs. W. H.
Here is undoubtedly the biggest bargain which has ever been offend the people of
last
city
Vis, of Helen, were in the
Greer. Hon. ami Mrs. F. A. Hubbell
The coats ate new fall stock, made in all the latest .styles, in plaids, blues,
minstrels.
Albuquerque.
evening to attend the Elks'
and Mr.. and Mrs. M. O. Chadhourne.
After the performance, lunch was;
Dr. .1. C. Amide, of Manan ,
greys and blacks; Peter Thompsons, Keefers, liox coats, and other Taney shapes.
the served to the guests at the pretty
in th. ritv last night for
Kail-roaSizes. 3 to 9.
25 of these coats only, worth
residence of the doctor on. West
purpose of attending th" Elks'
avenue.
eomlllis
County Superintendent of Schools
Man in Tiernev. ntn-e- l
some substantial A. U. St roup, has apiKirtioned
nioner. i inakiti
fund of this county at 7,13:.."u.
repairs In the Hivet. on West Tije
The number of persons of school age
avenue.
r .1 f. Kreeland and Miss Free- - in the country districts is 11,485. mid
rate per scholar $1.10. There are
laud, iioih of Chicago, arrived in the the
on every
in
A
Albuquerque
twenty-eigh- t
districts.
several
will
remain
night
and
ciiv last
12
and 2f. and the
districts are Nos.
weeks visiting friends
is $3,577.2U.
m a KnsM left last night for the nniouiu apportioned hero
Tlie Citizen has received a most
White mountain region in Arizona to elahorate calendar
from the Cai tt
uspect some limner iuuu there for
and Carpenter Paper company, of;
a local lumber company.
Denver, with the compliments of that
Dr. Johnson, a prominent physician excellent house for a happy, prosperconuueu
iu
of Anonito, Colo., is
ous New Year, to The.. Evening Citl- .
Hoys $1.00
Mother's Friend
Boys $1.25 Fancy
?oys 75c all .wool
oseph's sanitarium, suffering nom
zui. It is named "Kucky Mountain
complication of diseases.
Wild
Flower 'Calendar," and ever
Boys WAISTS
STIFF SHIRTS
SWEATERS
PANTS.
1
M. Sandoval, sheriff of Sandoval sheet is prettily Illustrated with
a, a
county, Is at the St. Joseph s hospital flower grown la the Centennial state.
Green Tagged
Green Tagged
Green Tagged
Green Tagged
suffering from pneumonia, lie is ex
Howard Crouse, who, with Mrs.
pected, to be up In a rew uays.
Crouse, spent the winter of 1903 in
H. M. Walt, a retired merctuint oi Albuquerque, died the early part of
uu
uv
wue
ms
Konann nccomuaniea
the present week In Chicago. Mr.
Lulu Croupe was well known throughout
two daughters, Misses Ida O. and
visiting
city
E. Walt, arc m the
the United States as publisher of the
friends.
"Dental Digest,'' a dental paper pub-- ,
Bis
from
returned
llshed In Chicago. The deceased was
has
D.
Evans
F.
bee Ariz., where he has neen speuu- also associated with his father in the
fng the past few months, ana win dental supply business in the Windy
take up his permanent aoouo in ai- City. He was a victim of consumption.
hmiuerque.
rnow0' and
..,,! Mrs
r.eome Samuels ur- Mrs. George S. Ramsey, In appreMr
In Albuaueroue
last evening. ciation of the quick run made by the
rlveil
FLEECED. LINKD AND CAMELS HAIR
Mr. Samuels is th well known the fire department In answer to an alarm
atrical manager, and his company ap from her place yesterday evening at
5:30 o'clock, today presented the mem
pears here next week.
is in bers cf the fire department with a de
r .1 Amble of Man.ano
a mince pie, to which
the city on business. l)r. Ammo win licious cake and
members-- tiid ample justice. The
return home this evening. He reports the
thirty-threinches of snow at Manzano boys claim that thev do not care how
often people recognize their efforts tin
and plenty of cold weatner.
thlg manner,
one member further
i
i
There was a slight change lor tne added that In and
im hmihhii i
you want tiBBBMMrMmg11"" "MWIiiiiiiiwniiiiiiii iii iMi'iiii fciL i' nuiimm On iiJimnii'itM
future,
better this morning In the condition ed your fire puttheout, send ifIn cake and
of Marcus Liese, of Thoreau, who was pie.
'
stabbed In the back of the head by
One" of those queer errors which has
Thomas Maxwell some time ago.
crept iu newspaperdom on the advent
Mrs. M. E. Savage and Miss Ora of linotype machines, occurred
in au
sau
Kataei
Hester, teachers at the
afternoon relative to
yesterday
item
school,
missionary
Congregational
the visit of Major Ernest Meyers to
BEST."
have returned to their duties, after a the east. The sentence alluded to
city.
spent,
in tnis
pleasant vacation
says,
the
probably
attend
"and he will
Dan Allen, tenor, and William Mor- - Inauguration of President Roosevelt
rifion Buitarlst. are a couple oi coi- at Washington on the 4th of March.'
nrpri musicians, late of Chicago, who President
Roosevelt will not be In
held the guests of the Alvaraao in a augurated tne coming Aiarcn, ior sucn
trance last evening wnn tneir
ceremonies occurred on March, 1905
However, while back In trto east, Ma
The Ladies' Whist club will hold an ior Meyers will visit Washington and
important business meeting ill the hobnob with the national lawmakers
Woman's club rooms Monday after- and talk Joint statehood for a few
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